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MIT E-mail Access Interrupted Committee Discusses
By Keith J. Wlnsteln
NEWS AND FEATURES

DIRECTOR

early five thousand Athena
users were without e-mail Monday
in what was said to be MIT's
longest mail outage ever.
One of MIT's five mail servers,
kn9WD as po 11, was taken offline at
10:30 p.m. Sunday night. Service
was restored at 12:45 a.m. Tue~day
moming.
The outage was later traced to an
obscure
problem
in the Sun
Microsystems Solaris operating sys-

tem and is believed to have been
triggered by a hardware failure, said
Network Manag~r Jeffrey I. Schiller
'79 of Information Systems' Network Services Team, which runs
MIT's e-mail service.
"The mail's been queued, so we
believe we will have no data loss,"
said Senior Systems Programmer
Thomas J. Coppeto '89.
Schiller said that mail received
and queued while po 11 was down
wo.uld probably be delivered by
Tuesday morning.

The machine serves 4,659 users
who were randomly assigned to it
Coppeto said.
"This is the longest mail server
outage I think we've ever had:' he
said.
olaris bug believed re pon ible
"This is one of those 'not ever
supposed to happen problem[s], ",
the team said in a Web page posted
to help explain the o~tage.
E-mail, Page 19
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The Student Information Processing Board:sAthena
Defeon stood at 2 Monday night - one step away
from catastrophic Athena failure. The longest mall server outage In MIT hlstol'¥ struck yesterday.

Dormitory
MovesStay
Constant
- .By ,Jennifer Krishnan
NEWS EDITOR

The number of students requesting transfer from one dormitory to
'another for the fall term did, not
change much this year compared
With last year despite the recent overhaul ofMIT's residence syste~.
Of the 147 dormitory residents
who requested transfers,~ 126 will be
moving, said Denise A. VallaYJ assis:'
tant director of undergraduate hous- ing. She said that the 21 students who
did not receive transfers in the recent
lottery all listed Baker.House or Bexley Hall as their first choice.
These numbers are "pretty comparable" to last year's, Vallay said.
Last April, 33~ students received
transfers, but this figure includes the
236 who transferred into Simmons
Hall, which opened for the first time
in fall 2002. These numbers do not
include transfer requests made. after
the deadline.

a

Many ask to leave ext Bouse
, For most dormitories, fewer than
20 residents requested transfers. The .
exception was Next House, with 53
residents requesting
transfers to
another dormitory.

Plans for Orientation
By Beckett
ASSO

W. Stemer

lATE NEWS EDITOR

The Orientation Planning Committee is considering
a summer
reading assignment for freshmen to
be implemented as soon as 2004.
The committee,
formed this
spring to plan events for the incoming freshmen this fall, presented the
proposal
to the Undergraduate
Association at their monthly meeting last night.
The Orientation Planning Committee, chaired by Dean for Undergraduate. Research J. Kim Vandiver
PhD '75, conducted an informal survey of undergraduates' responses to
the idea of a summer reading
assignment.
Dominik
R. Rajieb
'04, a student on the committee,
said that the replies were "not particularly positive."
.
Originally considered for this
year, the committee pushed back the
proposal for a reading assignment to
2004 because of logistical difficulties. The plan may undergo scrutiny
by another committee
this fall,
Rajieb said. He said that the idea
came primarily from the faculty on
the orientation committee, and that a
similar reading program run by
Duke University came up in discussions.
Faculty dinner to move to dorms
The committee examined new
possibilities for faculty-student din-

ners, Undergraduate
Research
Opportunity Program tours, and the
timing of the advanced standing
exams offered at the beginning of
the week.
"We only got to look at a few
events that we wanted to," Rajieb
said at the presentation the committee's student members made to the
Undergraduate
Association
last
night.
So far, the main change the committee made is to split the studentfaculty dinner into eight smaller
events in different locations.
Which event the freshmen
attend, Rajieb said, will depend on
their temporary dormitory,
with
Simmons,
Baker, Next House,
McCormick, Burton Conner, and
MacGregor eating in their respective dormitories. Senior House and
East Campus will be hosted at
Walker Memorial and Bexley, Random Hall, and New House would
meet in La Sala at the Student Center.
The committee's
presentation
also addressed scheduling for the
advanced standing exams. Committee member Kathy Lin '06 said that
some members were "not too comfortable with freshmen coming in
and failing the first three exams they
take." [Lin is also a Tech associate
news editor.]
Orientation, Page 17
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They were checking IDs at Senior House's
Steer Roast, but it seemed as if anyone claiming to be Jack Florey, with The Tech, or looking at least mildly like a misfit could get in. In
the cOurtyard, the gleeful crowd's anticipation
was mounting. Some exotic costumes were on
display, including an impressive fairy outfit
and a variety of degrees of leather, but mostly
the assembled religionists had a regular-MIT
look with that special inteJlectual-deranged feel
that characterizes tbe east end of campus. The
nice kids from the west side had not penetrated
these walls.
The courtyard filled, and faces appeared at
the various levels above it, heightening the
sense of concentrated draqta. Then, with the
crowd lusting for the ancient rites to be consummated,
the genial emcee called all to
order, and a flag with MIT's new logo was
brought forward and placed below the huge
mass .of meat to be roasted. Large quantities of
flammable liquid were poured on the flag and,
to the sound of "The Ride of the Valkyries"
and a great roar of approval the totemic flaming toilet paper roll was launched on its path
over the heads of the crowd. It reached its des-

tination, sending up a huge
ball of fire engulfing the
-meat. The MIT logo disintegrated in flames to a wild
yell of "MIT BUR
!"
surely no less ec'static than
the pleasure enjoyed by a
stadium of Romans upon
the throwing of Christians
to the lions. The sacred
S nior
House
.. port
Death" flag - "Only Life
Can Kill You" spelling out
the teeth of its skullwas
~nfurled
on' the wall
(would they consider buming that?) and suddenly
the sky $cowled: In the
shadow of the darkness a
voice called out "1 think
God may not be pleased
with us."
~
A "submit to anarchy" tshirt didn't quite reveal the
truth about Senior House.
This was not anarchistic,
but a carefully-choreographed ritual, as rich in
. culture as the centuries-old
ways of the great headhunting tribes, and as primitive
in the shared celebration of
the ceremonies that serve to
bind the community together. I gather that MIT's dean
IT students sported death at last weekend'. Steer Roast.
of admissions is trying to attract more "nornot altogether succeeding.
mal:' balanced people to MIT. The Steer Roast
ritual demonstrates that, thank goodness, she is
Steer Roast, Page 12
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Bill Would Require Pledge of
Berkeley
Refusing
Students
Allegiance, Moment of Silence
From Countries With SARS

THE FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM

AUSTIN, TEXAS

Texas public school students would be required to observe a
moment of silence and recite the pledge of allegiance to the flags of
the United States and Texas each.morning under a bill that is just a
step short of the governor's desk.
Senate Bill 83, by state Sen. Jeff Wentworth, R- an Antonio, won
easy preliminary approval by the Texas House Monday on a nonrecord voice vote. If it gets final approval Tuesday, it heads to the
governor.
The bill doesn't require students to stand during the moment of
silence, nor does it include a prayer to be recited out loud. Branch
said that student of all faiths - or none - would be able to take
advantage of that time. Students already may pray in school if they
want.
If the bill gets a two-thirds majority vote Tuesday, it would be
effective starting in the 2003-04 school year.

THE NEW YORK TIMES

BERKELEY, CALIF.

The University of California,
Berkeley, has taken the unusual step
of turning away about 500 summer
students from China, Taiwan, Hong
Kong and Singapore because of the
large number of SARS cases reported in those countries.
University officials said on Monday that the decision was based on
advice from the city's health officer
and campus health experts. Students
enrolled at other campuses in the
University of California system will
not be affected.
"I deeply regret that we will not
be accepting enrollments of students
from these areas,"
Chancellor
Robert M. Berdahl announced in an
e-mail sent Friday to faculty and
staff and posted on the university's
Web site.
There have been no reported
cases of severe acute respiratory
syndrome at Berkeley, hut John F.
Cummins, an associate chancellor,
said that the university was not prepared to deal with the "labor intensive measures" that would be necessary if any summer students became
ill and needed to be quarantined.

Pakistan Willing to Talk
With Archrival India
THE SAN FRANSISCO

CHRONICLE

Building on a week of surprising diplomatic moves, Pakistan
announced its willingness Monday to pursue mutual nuclear disarmament and open dialogue with archrival India as U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage headed to Islamabad to kick off a tour
of the troubled region.
"As far as Pakistan is concerned, if India is ready to denuclearize,
we would be happy to denuclearize,"
said Foreign Ministry
spokesman Aziz Ahmed Khan. "But it will have to be mutua1."
Pakistan and India declared themselves nuclear powers after successfully detonating atomic devices in 1998. Neither country has
opened its arsenal to inspections and it is not known exactly what
weapons they possess. But the presence of nuclear arms has cast a dark
shadow over relations between the two, which have fought three wars
since gaining independence in 1947.
Last Friday, Indian Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee
announced that New Delhi would restore diplomatic ties and air links
with Pakistan, signaling a potential end to a 16-month standoff.

students from study-abroad
programs in these countries and have
canceled summer programs.
Victor C. Johnson, associate
executive director for public policy
at the Association of International
Educators in Washington, said the
Berkeley decision was not surprising given 'the concern about SARS
but he said it was doubtful that it
would set off a wave of similar
restrictions.
"Schools are seeing the same
information and assessing it against
their own situations and then making
decisions; rather than following some
other school's example," Johnson
said. '
In his e-mail message, Berdahl
said all fees would be refunded to
the affected students. Cummins said
the ban would cost the university
about $1.5 million in lost tuition and
housing fees.
In announcing the summer policy, university officials. emphasized
that it would not apply to the hundreds of new students from the four
countries expected to enroll ~his fall.
They also said the ban would be
dropped if the Centers for Disease
Control and .Prevention ended the
SARS-related travel advisories for
the four countries.

Tornadoes Kill 39, Devastate
Eight States in Midwestern U.S.

Chicago and Seattle to SimUlate
Simultaneous Terror
. Attacks

By Jodi Wilgoren

THE NEW YORK TIMES
WASHINGTON

The cities of Chicago and Seattle will be the focus ofa $16 million exercise starting next week that will test how the federal government would deal
with simultaneous attacks by terrorists Using biological and radiological
weapons, the Bush administration announced Monday.
The exercise, said to be the largest domestic security drill ever carried out
by the federal government, will be played out over five days beginning on
Monday and involve dozens of federal, state and local emergency-response
agencies.
In Chicago, emergency-response teams will be asked to pretend that they
are dealing with the release of pneumonic plague, a deadly biological agent
that is highly contagious. In Seattle, local agencies will be ~ed to respond
to a scenario in which more than 100 people are injured in the explosion of a
so-called dirty bomb, a weapon created when radiological material is
wrapped around common explosives.
In Washington, several senior Bush administrationofficials, led by HOIreland Security Secretary Tom Ridge, will try to organizethe federal response to
the attacks and to track down the terrorists. Other officials, including President
Bush and Andrew Card, his chief of staff, will be portrayed by stand-ins.

He said the Berkeley city health
officer, Dr. Poki Namkung, strongly
recommended the ban. A spokeswoman for the city's Department of
Health and Human Services said
Namkung was traveling and. could
not be reached for comment.
"If any of these students within
their first 10 days of arrival became
symptomatic,
then the medical
requirements, including the volunt3ry isolation, are very labor intensive and are something we would
not be prepared to deal with," Cummins said.
"The concern is that a lot of this
hasn't been really worked out yet,"
he said. "We have been very fortunate in the United States not to have
.to deal with a large. number of cases.
But in trying to think this through, if
we did have an outbreak here, we
would be overwhelmed in very short
order."
Other American
universities
have not taken such dramatic steps
as Berkeley, but are being vigilant
about visitors from SARS-affected
countries, officials said. Many are
asking visitors from Asia to avoid
their residenc;e halls, at least for 10
days after they have left areas
affected by SARS.
Colleges are also pulling back

By Dean E. Murphy
and Karen W. Arenson

THE NEW YORK TIMES

PIERCE CITY, M1SSOURI

The relentless barrage of some 80
tornadoes that barreled through the
United States' belly on Sunday night
did not only kill 39 people, smash
hundreds of buildings, and knock out
water and power for thousands in
eight states.
It also snatched a wood-frame
house, with a family of four inside,
off its foundation in Cherokee County, Kan., and dump~ it in a pasture a
quarter-mile
away, leaving Julie
Green, 50, dead in the rubble. It toppled an emergency tower in Jackson,
Tenn., and damaged the concrete
fountain there that memorialized the
seven victims of a 1999 twister. It
ripped the roof off Wilson's Creek

Baptist Church near Battlefield, Mo.,
as 35 parishioners huddled in the
basement praying and singing, "I've
got peace like a river."
"Devastation" was the first word
on many lips as public officials
declared states of emergency after
what experts said were the worst tornadoes in decades. .
.
''It's a war zone, it's a big fat war
-zone," said Michelle Bacarisse, 42.
In Pierce City, a town of 1,385
that had been on the brink of revival,
the storm marched through the historic main street like a horrific parade,
knocking out windows and walls, collapsing cars and 'ceilings, and leaving
the once picturesque downtown looking like one big demolition site.
The storms pounded the country's
midsection
for hours,
leaving

Louisville 'without lights for the Monday morning rush, flooding parts of
Iowa where 2.83 inches of rain fell in
24 hours,- and dropping baseball-size
hail in parts of Nebraska and South
Dakota, the Federal Emergency Man, agement Agency said. .
State, officials said the tornadoes
took 18 lives in Missouri, 14 in Tennessee and seven in J).ansas; no one
died in Arkansas, though a woman
from Antioch, 50 n'liles north of Little
Rock, was in critical condition after
emergency surgery for a head injury.
Eleven of Tennessee's
deaths
were in Madison County, which
includes Jackson, a city of 60,000 that
is the largest between Memphis and
Nashville. The rest of the .deaths
were sprinkled across three counties
in Kansas and eigJ;1tin Missouri.
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By Efren Gutierrez
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

The low pressure system that affected the Great Plains during the weekend will be entering our region today, and linger till tomorrow. However,
we will not have the severe weather that the Great Plains experienced on
Sunday. Most of the stronger weather will be in the mid-Atlantic States.
The cause for the severe weather was the cold front that entered the
Great Plains bringing with it cool air, where it confronts the warm moist air
of the Gulf of Mexico. The mixing of these two air masses mean prime conditions for severe weather, especially tornadoes. Several tornadoes touched
down in Missouri, Kansas, and Illinois. Currently the death toll due to the
severe weather system is at 38.
The storm system will be slow in moving, and most of the week will be
cloudy with a high chance of rain earlier in the week.
Extended
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Today: Rain. High 55°F (13°C)
Tonight: Light rain. Low 43°F (60°C)
Wednesday: Cloudy with some afternoon sun. High in the lower 60s F
(mid 10s C).
Thursday: Mostly cloudy. High in the mid 60s F (mid 10s C).
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Bush, Returning From Ranch,
Resumes Efforts for Tax Cuts
work for them:'
Bush, in his speech Monday and
UTILE ROCK
in a similar one on Friday in Santa
Lacking the votes he needs in
Clara, Calif., described his proposthe Senate for his tax out plan,
als as job generators, especially for
President Bush stopped here Monsmall businesses.
Monday,
he
day on his way back to Washington
appeared to go slightly further, at
from his ranch in Texas to camone moment describing his propospaign for the plan and, perhaps, to, 'al as one of a series of tax reducput direct pressure on a Democratic
tions to come.
opponent, Sen. Blanche Lincoln of
Bush said he was "concerned
Arkansas.
about the deficit," an issue that has
Bush never mentioned Lincoln's
given pause to many in his own
name, but he urged his audience party, but he added he was "first
mostly Republican supporters and
and foremost concerned about that
owners ofsmall businesses in a state
person looking for a job."
that he won narrowly in 2000 - to
Monday night, Sen. Charles E.
contact their congressional delegaGrassley of Iowa, chairman of the
tions on behalf of his plan.
Finance Committee,
told fellow
.Lincoln, a member of the Senate
Republicans that he would offer a
Finance Committee, which will take
skeletal tax plan of his own on
up the legislation this week, issued a Tuesday that would include neither
statement Monday afternoon that
a reduction in taxes on stock divileft the president little room for
dends, a central element of the
hope.
Bush proposal, or new aid to the
"Arkan~ans need to know," she
states, an imp~rtant issue to'some
said, "that the president's proposal,
swing senators.
to eliminate taxes on dividends is
Other senators said Grassley
simply too expensive and just won't
hoped to buy two days 'of time to
By David E. Sanger

THE NEW

YORK TIMES

pressure other senators before his
panel meets to draft legislation on
Thursday.
But so far, senators seem locked
into positions, and that means that
the president is at least two votes
shy of a majority in the Senate.
On Tuesday, the House Ways
and Means Committee
plans to
take up and almost certainly
approve a $550 billion 10-year tax
cut that follows the president's prescription with one important exception. Instead of eliminating the tax
on dividends as the president proposed, the House bill would reduce
the tax on dividends and capital
gains, to 15 percent.
In the Senate, Grassley is bound
by a budget that limits the total 10year tax cut to $350 billion. He was
under pressure Monday, according
to people who were at a meeting of
all Republican senators, to include
in that package some measure on
stock dividends. Sen. Trent Lott of
Mississippi
said there was overwhelming sentiment among fellow
Republicans for the proposal.

Hussein's Son Reportedly Seizes
Over.$1 Billion: From Iraqi Bank
By Dexter filkins
THE NEW YORK TIMES

.
/
BAGHDAD

In the hours before American
bombs began falling on the Iraqi capital, one of Saddam Hussein's sons
and a close adviser carried off nearly
$1 billion in cash from the country's
Central Bank, according to U.S. and
Iraqi officials here.
The removal of the money, which
would amount to one of the largest
bank robberies in history, was performed under the direct orders of
S~ddam, according to an Iraqi official
with knowledge of the incident. The
official, who asked not to be identified, said that no financial rationale
haq been offer~d for removing the
money from the bank's vaults, and
that no one had .been told where the
money would' be taken.
"When you get an order from
Saddam Hussein, you do not discuss,
it," said the Iraqi official, who held a
senior 'position in a b3nk under Saddam's government.' He said he had,
been told about the seizure of the
cash by the Iraqi financial officials
who had turned over the money to
Saddam's son and the adviser.
The allegati9ns provide a glimpse
into the final days of Saddam's rule-which, with its emphasis on family
connections, has often been com-

pared to the Mafia -- and perhaps a
clue about how he intended to finance
his escape and survive out of power.
Qusai Saddam Hussein, Saddam's
second son, presided over the seizure
of the money, along with Abid alHamid Mahmood, the president's
personal assistant, the Iraqi official
here said. The seizure occurred at 4
a.m. March 18, less than 24 hours
before the first American air assault.
The two men carried a letter from
Saddam, bearing his signature, autho, rizing the removal of the money, the
official said.
The sheer volume of the cash was
so great - some $900 million in
U.S. $100 bills and as'much as $100
million worth of euros - that three
tractor-trailers were needed to cart it
off, the Iraqi official said. If took a
team of workers two hours to load up
the cash. Their work was completed
before employees of the downtown
Baghdad bank arrived for work.
The seizure of the money was
confirmed by a U.S. Treasury official
assigned to work with Iraqi financial
officers here to rebuild the country's
banking and financial system.
Iraqi officials said they were
uncertain of the effects that the disappearance of $1 billion would have on
the Iraqi economy. The Iraqi official
said the removal of the money

amounted to about a quarter of the
Central
Bank's
hard 'currency
reserves.
The $1 billion was nearly twice
the amount of hard currency believed
to have been looted by Iraqis in the
three weeks after the collapse of the
Iraqi government. U.S. and Iraqi officials said about $400 million in U.S.
dollars and at least $40 million' in
Iraqi currency were taken by looters
from baqks across the country after
April 9.
.
The disappearance of such a sizable amount of cash as $1 billion was
giving rise to fears here that it is being
used to finance remnants of Saddam~s
governmeni: many of whose senior
members are believed to be hiding in
Baghdad or its environs. Some members of the Iraqi National Congress,
an umbrella organization for groups
that opposed Saddam, assert that the
money may be a central element in
what they described as an extensive
''post-occupation strategy" devised by
Saddam that envisioned an American
takeover of the capital and Saddam's
plot to eventually return to power.
Neither Iraqi' nor U.S. officials
,claimed to know the whereabouts of
the $1 billion or, for that matter, of
Saddam Hussein, Qusai Hussein or
Mahmood. All three men are being
sought by the United States.

McCarthy Commllllist Investigation
Transcripts Made Available to Public
By Sheryl Gay Stolberg
THE NEW YORK TIMES
WASHINGTON

Aaron Copland, the composer,
fiercely defended himself, declaring,
."1 have not been a Communist in
the past and I am not now a Communist." Langston Hughes, the poet,
protested that he had not read much
about Marxism "beyond the introduction of the Communist manifesto." Dashiell Hammett, the mystery writer,
invoked the Fifth
Amendnient.
They and nearly 500 others were
summoned to testify in secret before
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy, the Wisconsin Republican whose dogged
efforts to root out Communist sympathizers shocked and riveted the
nation 50 years ago. On Monday,
the transcripts of those closed-door
sessions of the Senate's permanent
subcommittee
on investigations
were made public, shedding new
light on a contentious chapter in
American history.
All of the senators involved, and

most of the witnesses - a list that
included mundane civil servants and
Army engineers as well as prominent
personalities like Copland and James
Reston, the Washington bureau chief
of The New York Times - are now
dead. And historians
who have
reviewed the documents say they do
not support McCarthy's
theories
that, in the 1950s, Communist spies
were operating at the highest levels
of government.
Instead, the pajers, which chronicle 161 private sessions during 1953
and 1954, when the .infamous lawmaker was chairman of the subcommittee, reveal how he used secret
proceedings to weed out witnesses
who could adequately defend themselves a,gainst his browbeating. Only
those who looked weak or confused,
. or who cast suspicion on themselves
by asserting their Fifth Amendment
right against self-incrimination, were
later called to testify in public.
"What these transcripts show,
above all, is someone who is desperately trying to push a conspiracy the-

ory, using all the badgering bullying
. tactics in private that he was known
for, in public," said David Oshinksy,
a McCarthy biographer and professor of history at the Uni.versity of
Texas at Austin who has reviewed
excerpts of the papers. "There is no
smoking gun here, and there is really
nothing that will do McCarthy or his
advocates any good."
Yet there are some nuggets of
news. The papers
reveal,
for
instance, that G. David Schine, the
independently wealthy, unpaid consultant who worked for the committee because of his close relationship
with its chief counsel, Roy Cohn, .
was involved in interrogating witnesses - a fact that surprised several historians.
'
"Oh my," said Thomas
C.
Reeves, another McCarthy biographer, upon learning ofSchine's role.
"I never heard ofthat."
The documents also provide an
eerie foreshadowing of the moment
that proved to be McCarthy's downfall.
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Police Say Maine Poison Case
May Be Rooted In Grudge
THE BOSTON

GLOBE
NEW SWEDEN,

MAINE

Quiet, implacable Daniel Bondeson had a hand in the mass poisoning at Gustaf Adolph Lutheran Church that killed a 78-year-old
usher, police said Monday. And they believe that the act may have
had its roots in a grudge that festered through years of bake sales and
committee meetings.
Because the state medical examiner did not release autopsy results
Monday, Lieutenant Dennis Appleton of the Maine State Police said
he could not confirm that Bondeson's shooting death on Friday was a
suicide.
He also said investigators are not sure whether Bondeson acted
alone, or whether he was the one who mixed arsenic - probably less
than a teaspoonful - into a pot of coffee served at a church fellowship meeting on April 27.
But he was willing to say what has up until now been conjecture:
That investigators believe a parishioner at the tiny, traditional Lutheran church became so enraged over where the church was headed that
he or she planned a violent revenge on the congregation.
"With any group there are factions," Appleton said. "All the votes in
that church didn't go 10 to nothing. They sometimes went six to four."

FDA Approves Drug
For Lung Cancer
THE NEW YORK TIMES

The Food and Drug AdJnlDJstratlon on Monday approved a controversial drug meant as a last-ditch treatment for people with lung
cancer.
The drug, AstraZeneca's Iressa, is the first of a new class of socalled targeted therapies that can attack tumors while avoiding some
of the usual side effects of chemotherapy like anemia, increased risk
of infections, nausea and hair loss. In studies it has been shown to
drastically shrink tumors, but only in a small percentage of patients.
For the vast majority of patients, the drug, a pill taken once a day,
does not work and is associated with a potentially fatal side effect on
its own - a type of pneumonia.
The FDA's decision that the benefits of the drug outweighed the
risk was seen by some patient advocates ,and analysts as a new sign of
flexibility on the part of the agency in viewing drugs for life-threatening diseases. Some advocacy groups have criticized the agency, saying it has demanded too high a burden of proof for drugs, even when
patients are going to die anyway.
"I think the new commissioner is listening to the public and is
concerned about the need to get life-saving medicines to patients
much s09ner," said William Burroughs, president of the Abigail
Alliance for Better Access to Developmental Drugs, referring to the
FDA commissioner, Mark B. McClellan, who has vowed to speed up
drug reviews. Burrough's patient advocacy group is named for his
d3ughter, Abigail, who died of cancer two years ago at age 21 after
trying in vain to procure Iressa and another experimental drug.

Supreme Court Sets Aside Murder
Conviction Of TexaS Teenager
THE NEW YORK TIMES
WASHINGTON

The Supreme Court delivered an unusual rebuke to a Texas
appeals court on Monday by unanimously setting aside the murder
conviction of teenager whose confession, the justices found, was
the product of an illegal arrest and should not have been introduced at
his trial.
The decision, which gives Texas the chance to retry the defendant,
Robert Kaupp, for the 1999 crime without introducing the confession,
made no new law. Rather, the Supreme Court viewed the Texas
Court of Appeals as baving made such obvious errors in upholding
the conviction that the justices overturned its decisi9n in an unsigned
opinion, without even bothering to hear arguments in the case.
Kaupp, who was 17 at the time, w~s under suspicion of having
taken part in the murder of a 14-year-old girl, but the Harris County
Sheriffs Department lacked evidence to obtain a warrant for his
arrest. Instead, six police officers went to his home in the middle of
the night and, after his father allowed them in, roused him from his
bed by shining a flashlight on him. "We need to go and talk," one
officer said, to which the teenager replied, "OK." The officers then
handcuffed him and took him to the police station, barefoot and in his
underwear. There, after receiving his Miranda warnings, he implicated himself in the murder.

Old Man Of Mountain Pieces Make
Brief'Appearance on eBay
THE BOSTON

GLOBE

As GranIte State reSIdents mourned the weekend collapse of the
Old Man of the Mountain, bits and pieces of the revered New Hampshire emblem popped up for sale on eBay - yours for the price of $2
a pop.
And just as suddenly Monday, the remains were removed by the
web-based auction house after New Hampshire officials made clear
that the pieces were government-owned and that selling them was
illegal.
"Anyone claiming to have for sale remnants and artifacts from the
Old Man of the Mountain is violating state law," Department of
Resources and Economic Development Commissioner George Bald
said in a statement.
The pieces could be key to rebuilding the craggy symbol, a possibility Governor Craig Benson is weighing.
"Even the rubble of the Old Man could have importance for possible reconstruction so [taking the remains] is clearly defacement," said
New Hampshire Attorney General Peter Heed, whose office is investigating the eBay offers. All of which is not to say that profiteering
off the Old Man's demise didn't continue. A check of eBay's offerings Monday found postcards, even a thimble and a bottle opener, all
with the visage of a man no more.
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t~e responsibility. to respectfully honor that
desire? Or do you think your readers who
are not in a capella groups (like me) wanted
to know about the. controversy so much that
the wishes of these groups should be
ignored?
I think The Tech had no business printing
this article.
William T. 'Hafer 'OJ

.
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What Happens Now?
one.
has begun to show its repulsive face in the leaders with more integrity.
We've done more than our share of damCombat proceeded with blessedly few of country, creeping in from neighboring Iran
the predicted problem . Chemical weapon
but also reappearing after years of repression age to civilian populations in the Middle East.
Major combat, Presiden~Bush tells us, has were not' unleashed, Iraqi troops surrendered under Saddam. The establishment of a func- In Iraq specifically,we armed Saddam, directconcluded in Iraq. These weeks have been en masse, the absence of a full northern front tional, prosperous nation is by no means a cer- ly endorsed and directed his use of chemical
weapons against Iran, gave misleading infordramatic ones; we're seeing the beginning of thanks to Turkey's refusal of a~cess wasn't
tain prospect.
a long process that will determine the future disastrous, combat did not devolve into
Fundamentalist Islamists, strong in number mation about how we would react to invasion
of Iraq, and the region. We sit at a junction bloody urban fighting, and civilian casualty throughout the region, now have the power to of Kuwait (promising that we wouldn't interthat can lead to dramatically different ends, counts were lower than they certainly could sink into primitivism a nation that could oth- fere in inter-Arab conflicts), promised military
and it
take extraordinary effort, resources, have been in such a precarious military sce- erwise take steps towards modernity. Reli- support for civil opposition and then dido't
deliver it (resulting in
tact, and luck to achieve a,favorable,peaceful nario. Some troops were welcomed, and some gious leaders offer
mass civilian slaughter
regional future.
were feared. The felling of Saddam's statue civic order, organizing
by Saddam's troops),
The fighting itself was not sustained for provided a nice metaphor for the history of the neighborhoods
and
long, quite fortunately. It could not end conflict to that point; after Iraqi civilians
shaming those who A recent MIT graduate astutely and sat on a clumsy
regime that,
quickly enough in my mind; video, audio, couldn't drag the massive statue to the ground run afoul of the law,
observed that (thefunny thing sanctions
in conjunction with
and written reports of the war induced in me' with their bare hands, American troops
but intentions to build
Saddam's largesse and
a visceral disgust with such destruction and chained it to a tank and used military equipan Islamist governabout freedom and rnnning
mismanagement,
violence, even as I observed from a distance. ment to help the Iraqis destroy the statue: a bit ment a /a Iran's are
At dinners, in social conversation, the war of military muscle helped to destroy Saddam's .not sentiments we water is that you can't have one sapped Iraqi society of
basic needs, killing
was no longer a matter of debate about free- massive likeness. A brief blunder also fore- want to become popuwithout the other.'
huge numbers of childom, dictatorship, middle east history, and warned of potential. danger: a soldier draped lar. Moving towards
dren.
international relations as it was before the the statue in an American flag, but was quick- Islamic fundamental-'
After bombing the
flfst bombs fell; I now uneasily brushed off ly told to remove it. Iraq is not to be our ism, allowing the
standard questions of "So what do you -think colony.
_
emergence of institutions that deny women's country intermittently for the past decade,
of the war?" Witha brisk "I wish for it to conSaddam' s fall does not mark even tbe and more generally individual rights and free- we've now destroyed Saddam's regime. We
elude as'soon as possible." It was a tragedy halfway point in the revitalization of Iraq. The doms, and denying rational thought in the have some rebuilding to do, and we face
compounded by the fact that what we left end' of fighting hasyielded to civil chaos and name of primitive mysticism would be to resistance in the international community:
behind by this operation was a grating, chron~ forebodings of what 'could be a very dark endorse a sick chokehold on civilized exis- France and Russia, after borderline reasonable opposition to the war, are taking internaic nightmare, a country whose very'soul .' future. Despite the end of dictatorship, the tence. The worst philosophical perversions
choked under a dark cloud ,of dictatorship, 'chaos is not acceptable: a recent MIT graduate conceivable stand ready to take an entire tional relations knavery to a new level by
corruption, torture, and sanctions, and that the astutely observed that "the 'funny thing about nation and plunge it back into an age of dark- seeking to maintain sanctions on Iraq, even in
the absence of Saddam, to spite the United
course of affairs demanded this wretched . freedom and running water is that you can't ness, setting back the cause of regional
States. We cannot, however, let such irrelemedic~e. Not even the most p-ominent voic- have one without the other. For instance, it . progress immeasurably.
es froin ~ le(\ could offer ~ o~,feasible:
won:'t wo~k to have water but not be sure " We,cannot ensure that that'will not hap- vancies distract us. We simply must recon'Wayto' end Sadd8m's rule (note that more: . w~
someone might shoot you in the back pen;.ultimately, we cannot force reasonable struct the country, leaving Chirae and Putin
inspections do not end dictatorships). Amidst . of the head or torture your family, but it also e~istence on any who don't wish it----<>r
we to eventually wander out of their ignorant.fog
the flailing charges of imperialism, virulent won't help much to vote if you can't-drink
can't do it morally, anyway. However, com- into a constructive stance supportive of the
protests. of,America" an~' emoti9nal appeals regularly,-or for that matter, ever."
. pletely fulfilling our responsibilities and Iraqi people.
Nothing less than a complete effort on our
for 'peace, the sole'legitimate .alternative
,He.'s sarcastic, but he's right: rebuilding actively participating in the physical -and
offered to' achieve aD end:to dictatorship over basic infrastructure and establishing the rule social reconstruction of the region will go a part is acceptable -'- we've certainly.shirked
the Iraqi people was' to let them do it them~ of law i&a vi~ and immediate task. Food and long way towards .resisting such regression. such responsibility in the past. Our complete
selves. As more torture chambers are .uncov-, -.water need to,find their way to civilians, fast. The Bush administration is the target of'per- .effort, though, is all we can give, and it alone
ered by the day in a state where 'Saddain';~' The rule of:law is sa.dly absent; surely we'" petual suspicion an4 conspiracy theories about . is not enough. It will.take the will of the Iraqi
-menwoul(i wake officets in, the middle oftb-e' sh8re '80~'blame fOfelecting to' protect Iraqi : a.desire to make a few dollars for'old friends 'people and their respect for democracy, the
'night at gunpOintand prompt, "W(:'re'.stagmg , ~o~ faci~itie's'and petroleum administrative' by staging a war. If'they falter,.and give truth iule oflaw, and individual rights to make this
a coup..Ale you fuT' only to ki1l1henl'1fthey' , buildings (that is, not the wells and refineries to those charges by turning on oil via OPPreS- a. successful reconstruction. Failure here will
replied affirmatively, ending sanctions.With.a themselves) but leaving oPen to looting muse- sion o( the population (see Saudi Arabia) and mean a dangerous return to status quo dictahearty "So long; good luck with Saddam!" to .ums stoc.ked with irreplaceable treasures of abandoning the reconstruction of Iraq, it will torship or worse; only this commitment to
modernity and reason will bring a prosperous
the victims of his .rule could not be 'consid-. civilization: Surely the looters deserve much ,be our domestic responsibility to forcibly
a ~oral'stance; franldy~it's a disgusting.' more ofthatblame.'Religious fundamentalism replace them via an election 'in 2004 with future.

Ken Nesmith
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.Money Woes, Whilst Thou E' er Be Gone?
--,...---------------:..-,....-

Leading economists and scholars in the
mid-1990s preached a new economic gospel;
the gospel of the.New Economy, simply driven by what they called information technology.
It was an unparalleled technology and
brain-power economy, never. before seen in
any human history. This belief in technological determinism as the driver 'of Ameii~a's
economic prosperity' in the 1990s wa~
accepted with little or no skepticism by the
m~dia and politicians. Even Wall Street used
the new gospel to promote extraordinary
levels of speculation in securities. The
whole thinking 'Communitymemorized these'
mechanistic views of economic growth. In
other words, the rapid growth in the late
1990s, viewed' only through a technology.
prism, drove the widely unquestioned faith

in the myth that technology alone could
ensure prosperity.
But there are questions many failed to
ask then and are still not asking: why the
sudden rapid growth in economy in the late
1990s? What were the sources of the
unprecedented improvement in productivity
in the 1990s? Was it simply based on maturing information technology? Shouldn't it
have been the result of the exciting new
products that were standardized
and
appealed to a mass market, and the accompanying great scale economies of manufacturing, distribution, and marketing? What
about the subdued, inflation that resulted
from a shift in the policies of th~ Federal
Reserve? Couldn't it be attributed to the
soaring stock market, consumer and busines.s borrowing, as well as freeing the economy from. the decades of arms race with the
former Soviet Union? Or couldn't it be
because of a c,="turalshift in the late 1990s

---..

.

that made business and entrepreneurial ism in Intel's Pentium, Cisco Systems, HP's printAmerica, along with the 70 hour work week, ers, AOL's Internet subscribers, as well as
glamorous?
Wal-Mart 's retail market and the bulging
The rapid information
technology
demand for related standardized products changes driving the
created
enormous
prosperity
of the
economies of scale
1990s, it should be
for these makers of
argued, were the enorThis beliif in technological
equipment and softmous economies of
determinism as the driver Of ware
and
the
scale - like the one
-1
providers of some
that propelled Ameri- America's economic prosperity in mass-marketed serca's rise in .the 19th
vices. This became
century - coupled
the 1990s was. aaepted with
the key catalyst for
with organizational
little or no skeptidsm by the
the exciting jump in
and manag~rial skills
productivity in the
as earlier seen in early media and politidans. Even 'Wall late 1990s. In other
20th century mass
words, after almost
production and distriStreet used the
gospel to three decades of fragbution. But more of
d
1 Is "'+ mentation as a result
the forces driving the
promote extraOri inary eve 0 of intense foreign
unprecedented ecosneculation in securities.
competition, the old
nomic prosp~rity witr
mass market of the
n e sse d
1950s and 1960s that
in the
drove an unprecedent1990s came from the presence ed economic growth returned in the late
of America's large and gr<?w- 1990s, correcting a fundamental cause of the
ing number of consumers, who productivity slowdown caused mainly by
had the money and willingness Japanese companies.
to spend on goods and services
But with the exhaustion of the economies
and who were readily reached of scale and the rapid productivity growth
through efficient and low-cost over since 2000, America today faces the
transportation and communica- old challenges in their new form. These have
tions systems in late 199Qs,as made the repeat 'of the prosperity of the of
a result of globalization.
late 1990s almost impossible in the next
Because economic growth decades. America's corporate debt and peris essentially all about produc- sonal debt now. stand at record proportions
tivity growth, the conditions
of income (nonfinancial corporate debt rose
for productivity growth from about 3.5% of sales in the mid-1990s
from large and expanding mar- to a record of nearly 10% of sales in 2000;
kets to technological advances household debt in America now is at a
to the availability of financial record level of nearly 100% of disposable
capital to improving transincome). Profitability has been falling for
portati.on and communications
corporations since 2000, implying that
systems to making the delivery returns on capital have been continuously
of products fast and inexpen- erodeq. Above all, the high stock prices that
sive, to the demand for goods encouraged borrowing and spending in the
widely available as well as to late 1990s have reverted to less explosive
the newly found entrepreneur- levels.
ial culture, and together with
ot only is America's poor saving culthe most effective legal and ture, which made dependence on the flow of
social
environments
foreign capital to U.S. markets the major
en ured the growth in com- source of investment capital, worsening the
merce and competitive econo- situation, but also the return to expansive
my..
military spending - put on hold during the
The precipitou fall in the . 1990s with the collapse of the Soviet Union
price of computer products - is weighing down the economy. The outsuch as Microsoft's Windows, look is not bright.
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. 69 Trims to a point
33
Tome and
45 Turned on.a
Principe
pivo~
DOWN
34 Leg bone
46 Melville's
1 Casual talker
36 Moray
"Typee" sequel
2 Old-time actress
38 Fewer
49 Egyptian fertility
Duse
40 Like dual AC
goddess
3 Plentiful
electricity
/
51 London district
4 Tennis unit
41 Microwave oven,
" '.
52 Knocks
5 Lock or shock
often
...
53 Analyzes
6 Razor sharpener 42 Decorators
1189'Awd~ltehrate.
ht
chemically
7 "10" star ;"
I 44 Opposing opinion
'..,
elg. ty weJg
Q,
-2{)"l.::oo~f;.. ' f .ftt' :. ,56 For; ~ve~!. ~.~. ,:',... 8 Ready when you 46Parentless.
.
_,
' youngster: I fIS' 22 Made over' . '. 57 Makes r~dy ..for"
short
'i
. 9 Brooch
47 Boat basin '. "
23 Put a stop to
59 Influence
10 Shred
48 "Norma" and
24 Scanty .
'60 Harrison in "Star
i1 Weaves
"Louise" ,
o 27 Fredo's band
Wars"
'12 Artist's workshop 50 Carpenter's tool
~ --. 28 Pride signal
61 Suitable for
13 Cheech and John_ 54 Pleasure cruiser
, .30 Dracula Lugosi.
employment
14 Heavy hammer
55 Half of the
. 31 Suffer defeat
64,Fabricate
21 Science rm. U.A.R.
32 Tubb or Truex
66500 B.C. Greek
25 Blackthorn berry
58 Calcutta dress
35 Asian peninsula
poet
26 Warren'ana
62 Hive builder
37 Type of comb
Scruggs
63 Spanish article
39 Sister of Orestes 67 Sss-sayer
68 Most unpleasant .29 Hindsight
65 Psychic's letters
43 Dressed as a

I.

ACROSS
1 Brutal characters
7 Ceremonies in
the Jordan
15 Queen Victoria's
consort
16 Eastern
17 Neither male nor
" female

15
17

19
23
28
32

f

........:._

-.-..,A

:8

-=

•

ChessMate
Composed by Elina Groberman

Difficulty Level 2
White to Move - Double Attack
8
7
6
5
4
3

2
1
A

B

C.D

E

F

G

C~mments? Emall chessmate@the-tech.mit.edu
Solution, .page 17

H

52
57

61
66
68

9

10

11

12

13

14
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for a
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4om: Elizabeth
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p.m. - GR
free.
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p.m. -

Room:
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of threats
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Zipcar

made

almost
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law schools

made

to almost

I stopped
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Sponsor:
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tial investors
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p.m. - 8:00

research

Wrthout Frontiers,
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environment
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free. Room:
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outside
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in order to build a healthy
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to the Lebanese

bond.

for the event.

Council,

Club at MIT , The, Civil and Environmental

free.

Room:

for

1-236.

p.m. - 9:00

comes
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p.m. - Deparbnent
"Lower

7:00

Rights,
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16th

Redevelopment,

architect,

p.m. - 9:30

cal Engineering
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H. Schein

Remembrance,

New York. free. Room:

p.m. - Course
famous

pm (subject

information.

free.

ical Engineering

robotic

to change)

2.007

Memorial

Choices

want to be prepared
But onething's

is Required.

and evaluators
and $45 for

For more

informa-

Department

in today's

to Entrepreneurial

unstable

job market.You
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you desire

most to you. Room: Sheraton

reward,
most,
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your

entitled

SCientists.

Lexington,

2A, just off Rte 128. Sponsor:

And with

to minimize

Engineersand

risk with potential
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to plan for, a mortgage.

- you have responsibilities.

and how to set goals
727 Marrett

Road, Lex-

Entrepreneur

in SCience

as Assistant

be moderated

will

250. Sponsor.

MIT Westem

MIT Political
7:00

Secretary

Science,

p.m. -10:00

by Paul Parravano
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p.m. -
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MIT Writing

free. Room:
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are our normal
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Tech Model
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Railroad
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7:00
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click on the website
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BrIdges Into the Future - A Documentary about
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-me
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.

....-Mame
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.
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and sensa-'
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Two Choruses Are Better Than One
MIT, Brown Clwirs Combine in Concert of Rachmaninoff and Lukas Foss
By Jeremy Baskin
ARTSEDlTOR

The MIT Concert Choir and the Brown University Chorus
Conducted by William Cutter and L. FrederickJodry
Kresge Auditorium
May 2, 8p.m.

T

here is something inherently noncompetitive about music. Musicians constantly work toward technical and
artistic goals, but unlike marathon runners, the finish line is not so tangible. In many
ways, music is a never-ending pursuit of the
unattainable, quite different from our more
mundane activities: preparing food, doing
homework, and playing sports.
Yet when two choruses from peer schools
- schools that compete on both the sports
field and the pages of
News & World
Report - perform one after the other on the
same program, one can hardly resist the urge
to compare them outright.
These were the thoughts that ran through
my head as I Ii tened to the beginning of Friday night's first installment in a home-andhome series between the MIT Concert Choir
and the Brown University Chorus at Kresge
Auditorium.
The visitors took the stage first, to warm
applause from the modestly sized crowd, and
began with a clean reading of the British composer John Taveners' Magnificat, a short religious work in which a few chromatic motives
are repeated numerous times. While the sopranos perhaps sounded too meek, the ensemble
projected an effective mood of aloofness.
Brown's chorus finished their se.t with
three Finnish works: Sydameni Laulu by Jean
Sibelius, Kevatunta by Leevi Madetojas, and

u.s.

Lehto, by Einojuhani Rautavaaras. Having
been fully warmed up by some 20th century
British baroque music, the Ivy singers were
prepared to show off their lyrical side in these
sentimental works.
Home-field advantage was readily apparent when the MlT Concert Choir strode onto
the stage to perform American composer
Lukas Foss' Psalms. The applause was more
vibrant - you could certainly tell who had
been most successful at getting friends to
attend the concert. Foss, a living legend who
is beginning his ninth decade on this planet,
wrote Psalms early in his life, though late
enough to have been formed - or corrupted,
as the case may be - by Paul Hindemith,
Serge Koussevitzky;
Fritz Reiner, Louis
Moyse, the Curtis Institute of Music, and Yale
University, among others.
Brian 1. Ander on G opened the piece with
an accurate though tense tenor solo, relaxing
somewhat when joined by soprano Sonali
Muhkerjee '03, whose softness of tone helped
the duet "lift up [their] eyes unto the hills," as
prescribed by the psalm itself.
The choiTwas accompanied in this piece by
two pianists, though accompanied is hardly the
right word given Foss' orchestral writing for
the piano duo. Karen Harvey and Henry Weinberger played incisively and convincingly
throughout.
After the intermission
came the main
attraction of the evening, Sergei Rachmaninoff's Vespers (All-Night Vigil), a work that
this composer of some of the most celebrated
piano concertos of all time nonetheless considered his best work, according to -the program notes. Vespers consists of various liturgical chants spanning many centuries and
continents in their origin.
With both the choruses on stage together,

the minor foibles of each ensemble - the
bass of the MIT Concert Choir and the soprano of the Brown University Chorus - were
complemented
by strong support from the
other ensemble. In other words, the large
ensemble was more than the sum of its parts,
and for the first time in the evening, a bona
fide forte was delivered.
The All-Night Vigil thankfully did not
live up to its name in length - it was con-
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Musical Theatre Guild s 'Clue: The Musical' a Mi3ed Performance
By Devdoot Majumdar

The Musical a fighting, flailing shot. As
always, the adornments, the costumes, the
sets, and the band were impeccable and captivating. And as is also often. the case, the'
foreground, the story, the singing, and the
acting left much to be desired.
The production, which carried over for
th.e last twei weeks in Kresge Little Theater,
tried to dramatize the mystery that is Clue (a
board game, but now a major motion picture). The host, played by Stephen Flowers
'06, enters the stage in black tuxedo, and
presents the rules to the board game in ,tpe

form of a musical number.
He has invited six people who want to
Clue: The Musical
kill him, has in his house six weapons (from
Kresge Little Theater
wrench to noose), and his murder by one of
April 25-26. May 1-3, 8 p.m.; April 27, 2
these people with one of these weapons can
p.m.
happen in one of six rooms. An audience
M1T Musical Theatre Guild
member chooses each of these from a deck
of cards, but thy results remain unknown to
what
n
made for a night of wry one-linthe audience until the end. That is, the actors
ers, predictably underachieving
voices,
were to tailor the musical to the audience's
and derivative plot twists that leave you
selection, making for a combinatorial twist
wondering not whodunit but "why am I
to musicals.
here?" the Musical Theatre Guild gave Clue:
The, suspects. the)} introduce themselves,
explain why they
w.ant ,to kill Mr.
Boddy, and interact
with
one
another.
The
point Qf C.lue,
however,
is to
narrow
down
those
multiple
suspects,
w~apons,
and
locations to one.
Do not be misled
into
believing
there
was any
suspense
to the
matter.
In
a
rather
lame
attempt at combinatory
theater,
the actual musical numbers and
dialogue
are
barely unaltered
with the different
possible endings.
In
between
scenes, however,
the house lights
are dimly lit and
the audience
is
given a verbal
"clue" from Mr.
Boddy
(someWAN YUSOF WAN MORSHIDI
From left to right, Miss Scarlet (Welkin Pope G), Mrs. Peacock (Stephanie Cavagnaro-Wong'06),
Colonel Mus- thing along the
tard (Edmund W. GolaskJ '99), Professor Plum (Alan Meisler '92), Mrs. White (Tanis O'Conner '02, and Mr. lines of "One of
Green (Timothy Abrahamsen '06) perform in MTG's Clue, the Musical.
the. people in this
scene is a likely
WRITER

I
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Singyour Li '03 (left) and Chaitra Chandrasekhar '04 sing in the Mil Concert Ch9Ir's ..
Friday night. MIT was Joined by the Brown University Chorus for their performam:e In
Kresge Auditorium.
.'
,

THEATER REVIEW

STAFF

cise and explored a wide range of textures in
its nine movements. Perhaps the highlight of
the evening was Spyridon Antonopoulos'
melting tenor solo. The only uneasiness I
experienced involved some minor coordination problems between the basses and the
upper voices in "The Great Doxology" and
an errant - though thankfully
timid soprano entrance later on in that same movement.
A lot seemed to come in twos in this concert: two choruses, two conductors,
two
pianos; the date was even the second of
May. But, as I found myself walking out of
Kresge Auditorium at the unusually early
hour of 9:30 p.m., I thought that there certainly hadn't been too much music on that
program.

":Ci -

suspect"
but a bit more subtle and.jrof
course, rhyming). The audie~~ •.
~v.t(n. a
scorecard and a pencil at the begil)Ilmg ~ith
which to track the latest dev~lopments and
thereby eliminate suspects, weapOllS,-'-311d
rooms~ .But, like an exercise
in r~giine
change, the latest developments tend to get .
tiresome after a while - a very short while.
Originally an' off-Broadway
production
in 1994 that met little critical acclaim, the
musical is rife witli puns and off-references
to other boardgames. Indeed, the musical's
many quips were met with laughter, but the
laughter was of the forgettable, lJ.PN sort.
And upon every musical reprise, the lightheartedne'ss of the dialogue was trampled
with some of the viole~tly off-key contribu-.
ti,ons of the cast.
Though most ,of the cast could carry
through. ~n their own, .vocal range, the
inevitably high notes that most Broadway
. .number~ e~d .on bordered on sJ:uielc. .' ,_
The caricatured acting of. the tr0upe was
appropriate, but wa& hindered by a notable
- failure to -enunciate. When "dignity" can't
be discerned from "dickity" and '~conclude"
from '~cocoon," you know you have a prpb.lem. The attempt by Stephanie Cavag:paroWong '06 at a posh British accent for Mrs.
Peacock was distracting and so notic~ab'ly
flawed that it came off as juvenile. Howey':
er, Tanis O'Connor '02 managed ,to do well
in presenting
the maid, Mrs. Whit~, ill a
blustery and bitter version of Daphne ftom
Frasier. Ms. Scarlet, played by Welkin P6pe
G was appropriately
floozy and' Eleanor
Pritchard '06, playing the role of a detective
who solves the mystery, demonstrated great
.stage presence and subtle acting technique.
. The stage, decorated with simple, flat artdeco backdrops to fit the board game theme, _
suited the musical perfectly. The costumes,
aptly design.ed in "Crayola" fashion for a
cast with names like .Mr. Green, Mrs. White,
Col. Mustard, were attractive and elaborate.
The band, composed of cellists Terry Gaige
'04, Elliot Brandow, 'and Michael Dewberry
'00, was superb, well-timed, and arguably
the best part of the entire show.
But it's not saying much when the highlight of a show is the band. The plot was
deficient, the singing was MIT, and the acting was spotty, leaving the overall experience perhaps a bit less vapid than other MIT
engagements, but nonetheless fairly regrettable. And though this article may just kill
any chance of mine to be the next Broadway
superstar via an MTG stint, it serves as yet
another example. of how valuable aT-pass
really IS.
. -
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JAZZ REVIEW

Old Meets New in Jazz Celebration
Festival Jazz Ensemble Founder Herb Pomeroy Leads 40th Anniversary Show
By Amy Lee
STAFF WRITER

MIT Festival Jazz Ensemble and MIT Alumni
'Band
Conducted by Herb Pomeroy
Kresge Auditorium
May 3, 8p.m.

E

veryone knows that cheese, wine, and
blue' jeans tend to improve as they
age. Apparently, here at MIT, so do
jazz musicians. In their last concert
of the semester,
the MIT Festival
Jazz
Ensemble retraced jazz's role in music at
MIT in a concert led by Herb Pomeroy, the
'ensemble's
founder. The septuagenarian
Pomeroy
not only led the 40-year 'old
ensemble in a variety of nostalgic pieces but
also helped to throw together a group that
called itself the MIT Alumni Band.
The Festival jazz Ensemble took the
stage first. The concert began rather slowly,
with lots of one-sided chatting, which unfortunately was prevalent throughout the performance. There was rarely a sluggish aspect
to the music, on the other hand.
From th.e start of the first song, Tom
Thumb, composed by WaYQe Shorter and
arranged by Rich Orr '62, I couldn't help
but tap my foot along with the beaf. The
rhythm section produced a relentless drive
which .held the ensemble together not only

though the piece but throughout the concert.
When playing simultaneously
within
their sections, the saxophones, trumpets, and
trombones
all blasted out a surpri&ingly
ample sound for their number. However, on
the upper dynamics, the trumpets were often
overzealous to the point of being raucous
while, on the opposite end of the spectrum,
when playing solo snippets, the saxophonists
were occasionally muted.
In a night of superior musicality from the
FJE, two soloists stood out. As the featured
pianist in a Pomeroy arrangement of "How
My Heart Sings," by Earl Zindar, Andrew
Werner '03 showed off the more virtuosic
side of jazz, both technically and in his' stage
performance.
Werner improvised his way
through a cadenza, his feet in convulsions
and his whole body swaying back and forth
with the motion of his music. He looked like
he was channeling a slightly sedated Jerry
Lee Lewis.
Nearing the planned end, Werner raised
his hands off the piano keys and looked
expectantly at Pomeroy, who ignored him.
After some audience laughter, Werner continued off on another tang~nt, deftly running
chromatics up and down the keyboard until
Pomeroy finally let him off the hook and
brought the band back in. This little touch of
surprise was nice because it really showcased the extempore side of the music.

My other favorite was tenor saxophonist
Alexander Mekelburg '04, who was featured
in several of the pieces. He showed his versatility throughout his solos, playing with a
velvety tone on long notes so they lingered
in the air, and then quickly transitioning into
scat-like fast sections. The syncopated, fragmented sections were especially amazing; I
was surprised his face only turned red, not
blue.
Four more songs after the piano showcase and lots of talking later, there was
intermission so that the MIT Alumni Band
could come on stage.
I must admit that visually, the band was
absolutely comedic. In place of a stage filled
with i'mmaculately dressed, slightly tensed
undergrads were a random bunch of whitehaired absent-minded professor types, looking very out of place and squished together
in the closely placed seats. Add to that
Pomeroy in his green suit-jacket, and it was
like a screen shot from one of those annoying Canadian public broadcasting fundraising shows.
Although they were less suave than the
Jazz Ensemble, the Alumni Band gave a
much more outstanding performance. Everything flowed with less effort and, at their
dynamic peak, the band kept from being
grating, instead forming a sensationally rich
sound. More importantly,
the old people
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were visibly enjoying themselves. Instead of
• walking up to the microphone half a minute
before their solos to get prepared, a runningwhile-playing trend was established. All the
musicians got into the act, shaking their
heads and stamping their feet to the music.
I loved the saxophone section, which all
raised out of their chairs in unison, almost
jumping out of their seats in the craziest
sections of the pieces like vintage jack-inthe-boxes. I think that those people looking
for the energy-boosting elixir of life should
turn away from caffeine and look into jazz,
because listening to the Alumni Band put a
thought in my mind: "Where do these people who graduated before I was born get all
this energy? I can't even stay awake in
class."
After the Alumni Band played a series of
pieces; the Jazz Ensemble came back on
stage to finish off with three more songs, the
last being a Duke Ellington/Eero
Koivistoinen medley of their pieces The StarCrossed Lovers and Kukonpesa. This piece
was a great choice for a finale, starting off
with an introspective saxophone solo played
by Michael Mandel '04 and then transitioning into an audience-pleasing
fast section,
showcasing unison saxophone and trumpet
segments. Although it wasn't quite as entertaining as the Alumni Band, the Jazz Ensemble still created a magnetically
rhythmic
'vibe, and they were all clearly playing their
hearts out.
Getting this unique opportunity to listen
to both the current Jazz Ensemble and the
Alumni Band made my night, and if this
trend of musicianship
ripening continues,
I'll be sure .to drag myoId self to the "80
Years of Jazz at MIT" celebration.

A CAPELlA REVIEW

The EJresdenDolls- Corne
'1bLife For Earth Day
.

.

Cabaret Rock at Its Finest
Both donning skirts, P~lmer and Viglione
. played a set consisting of their songs and several covers, including an excellent rendition of
The Dresden D~lls
Radiohead's
"Karma Poli~e." Most of the
~ Kresge Oval •
Dolls' songs were keyboard and drum compoMay 2,'6:'00 p.m.
sitions that had strong hints of cabaret music
he rapid drop in temperature, the <hu-k from the early twentieth century. The point
was driven home by Palmer's deeply personal
..
clouds hoyering above, and' the blastS
lyrics and superb voice that seamlessly altered
of wind really didn't put me in the
from harsh. to soothing to even whimsical
mood to go outside. Ha, and this was
tones. Don't write her off as a Tori Amos or
an MIT Earth Day sponsored event!) was
Vanessa Carlton wannabe, because Palmer is
hoping to walk over to Kiesge Oval and find
much more interesting and enjoyable and far
the show rained out so that I could go back to
less pretentious. .
.
my dorm room and continue failing to do, anyIt was amazing watching Viglione at the
thing productive. Good thing I dido't get what
drunls. For one song he would thrash at the kit
I initially' wanted. There on the oval and
with such fury that you'd expect the entire
mside a tent were the Dresden Dolls, ready to
thing to explode with pieces flying off in all
play in rain or shine.
directions, and then for another song he would
The Dresden Dolls, are a local duo consisting of Amanda Palmer on vocalslkeyboard and .calmly sit and make the most precise taps on
the cymbals as if he were putting the final delBrian Viglione on drums/guitar/backing
icate touches on a painting.
vocals. Despite there being only two members,
The amount of emotion and energy that the
the Dolls' were diverse and very dynamic, as
Dolls put into their songs was invigorating~
was the audience of fifty or so people. There
The best song of the set was :"Coin Operated
'. were 'about three "interesting" people in the
Boy," a Dolls original in which Paltner bitterly
crowd who put on some of the craziest ~cing
yet playfully imagines owning a boy who
- I've ever seen. I'm just glad that none of them
would suit her every need: "Made of plastic'
tried to touch me; I don't tbiDk my last tetanus
and elastic -l heis.rugged
and long-lasting /
, vaccination would;ve held up against, that.
who could ever ask for more /
love without complications
galore."
Not only were they musicians but the Dolls 'were a1sa
excellent performers,
using
their burlesque appearance to
,the fullest. They constantly
talked and joked with the audience. Before one song, Palmer
said that they were going to
perform "a song that will make
everyone
love us,"
and
, Viglione immediately raised
his fist in the air and shouted,
"Mamma can I go out and kill
tonight!!!" No, it wasn't a Misfits cover but rather "The Rainbow Connection"
of Kermit
the Frog fame. It was a nice
and rather humorous performance that bad.a two-minute
introduction because Viglione
flubbed his 'guitar chords and
turned his error into comic
relief.
Palmer remarked that it
was strange playing a show in
the dayligh~, and that it felt
COLfNDILl.ARD-THETECH
like "we gotta play better."
Amanda Palmer and BrIan Viglione of the Dresden Dolls Good. Keep on playing in the
perfonn for Earthfest. MIT'. Earth Day celebrations were daylight. Here's hoping that
held last Friday on Kresge Oval.
the Dresden Dolls go far.
By P8tar Simich
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Razzle Dazzle 'Em
The Muses~Spring Concert Reveals True Talent
songs and a few ~phazard arrangements. In
"Head Over Heels," Stephanie Cho '06 led
her fellow Muses to overcome their brief
'MITMuses
stage fright. Her unique and enchanting voice
10-250
melted the stiffness with ease, at times being
May 3, 7 p.m.
overpowered
by the intense background
vocals. Well-choreographed,
sharp moveGreek
n
mythology, the muses presided
ments contributed to the overall positive expeover the arts and sciences, inspiring others
rience.
t~ excel in these endeavors. On Saturday
A skit about passing on Muses wisdom to
night, the audience in 10-250 beheld an
the newest group members left the audience
MIT Muses offering that waS nothing short of
befuddled. Laced with a capella humor, the
inspiring.
sketch probably hit home with those in the
Although the crowd in 10-250 was smaller
know. Some fans couldn't help but scratch
than that which shows up for most 5.111 lectheir heads when Toni Ferreira '04 told the
tures, the hundred or so who came got a pleasant surprise in the opening act. Dartmouth' s Muselings, "Gold Bond: if you have to ask,
you don't want to know."
Final Cut, a group of ten strapping yet stylishAfter the uncomfortable
interlude, the
ly lacking young men, declared their universal
soothing harmonies of Weifang Sun '04 stole
truth about a capella: "It's supposed to get us
the spotlight in "Possession." Reesa Phillips
babes." Regardless of what happened after the
'06 shone in En Vogue's "My Lovin'" despite
concert, the group's five-song set received a
the song's lackluster arrangement. Fans of En
warm welcome from the females in the audiVogue found this fust half lacking the right
ence.
''you go, girl" attitude, but the Muses hit their
A skit about picking up women at parties,
'target with the energetic "Breakdown" and
complete with obligatory freaking, established
Reesa's powerful vocals.
a lighthearted tone that perfectly matched the
The catchy "One Way or Another" broke
,song that followed, "Truly Madly Deeply," ,
the mold; clever choreography,
a perfect
which featured comical boy band-like motions
arrangement, and stellar vocals by Toni Ferand rotating soloists crooning to the MIT
reira '04 revealed a glimpse of just what the
ladies in the front row. The soloist in "Burnin'
Muses are capable of. The group ~ad obviousDown the House" brought the crowd to its
ly invested time in the piece, and their hard
feet, though his interpretive
dance moves
work paid off in rousing applause and wails of
proved that MIT guys are not the worst
approval.
. dancers around. Logs fans, fear not: the Final
The concert ended with a premeditated
Cut has a way to go before they can pack
though not undeserved encore that finally
Kresge.
'
revealed the astounding range of Tammy
The Muses bounded onto the stage -with
Poon '05 in Boyz II Men's "Thank You." The
Avril Lavigne's "Sk8-er Boi," an unfortunate
Muses, left their fans thoroughly satisfied and
choice for a first song. Soloist Vanessa Speed
others optimistic about future performances.
'06 handled the remarkably difficult single
With such incredible talent among their ranks,
gracefully, hitting all the right notes.
.
the Muses will undoubtedly be singing to a
Any hintS of a sub-par performance can be
standing-room-only pack next year.
attributed to the Muses' challenging choice of

By Martan Bolouri
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Ancient Rites '0 Springat

and Hanrard

Spirituality, Community Mark Senior House's Steer Roast and Lowell House's ~rts First'
Steer

Roast,

from Page I

The mud wrestling began. The first two guys
went at each other quite intensely, An older
man-younger girl duo followed. They seemed a
bit hesitant to really go on the attack. The next
act was the most intense. Three meaty-sized
women took to the ring. The steer would not be
roasted to tender devouring-perfection for many
hours yet, but the savage urges in the crowd
were satisfied by the ensuing writhing, flailing,
throbbing mass ofmud-ca.!ced female flesh.

AARON D. Mil/AUK-THE

TECH

Steer Roast and Handel's Theodora: Christians Thrown to the Lions
I noted my price for ringside admission:
great splotches of mud on my clothes and camera. J ran home to throw the clothes in detergent,
change, and head for Theodora. It was uncanny
to hear Handel's oratorio having just witnessed
that the sorts of ritual drives that push forward
its action are still very much alive. Theodora is a
Christian who sticks to her faith in the face of
pressure to submit to Roman pagan ritual and, as
punishment, is forced into prostitution and ultimately is martyred. To Christian eyes, the
Roman behavior is barbaric but, to the Romans,
their ways were as normal and required as the
Senior House celebration of Sport Death i~, and
anyone failing to conform would be a deviant
and to be banished from society.
Handel's
composition
is extraordinary
because its musical ideas are on an. intensely
personal level, painting fantastic pictures of
the inner torments and struggles of the protagonists. Virtue, pain, guilt (the Roman officer
Septimus is quite unsure of the merit of the
duties he must perform) all.'come alive in
music of a psychological power only exceeded
by Handel in his final oratori\?, Jephtha, written as Handel's eyesight failed.
Boston Baroque is one of Boston's treasures, an ensemble that has done'a great dea:I to
find new insight in their period instrument performances of the baroque repertoire, Some of
their recordings are exemplary and unbettered
by any competition. The ensemble has just
, returned from a triumphant tour to Poland: Yet,
too often all is. not quite well when they perform at home. Much of the music-making Friday night was of the highest caliber - string
playing was frequently exhilarating, conveying
in its clarity the descriptive detail Handel uses
to tell us so much about the feelings in the protagonists' hearts. Yet, all but one of the soloists
sang poorly. There was no appreciation for the
beauty or meaning of the words they were
singing or of the necessary connection between
those words and the revelations of the psyche to
be found in Handel's wondrous music. Countertenor David Walker was, ironically, the one
soloist to show distinction, given the announcement at the opening of the evening that he was
suffering from a respiratory infection.

Walker sang the part of Didimus, a Roman
officer converted to Christianity by Theodora,
and in love with her, with profundity and clear
and accurate singing that conveyed the many
levels of religious conviction and emotional suffering that are part and parcel of this complex
character. The aria
. "The raptur'd soul
defies the sword,"
for exainple, was
sung with heartfelt
eloquence as well
as made the more
beautiful by hearing the rapture of
its title illustrated
by the violins.
Alas, Sharon
Baker, in th~ title
role of Theodora,
was utterly boring .
. She never discovered
'Handel's
poetry of the soul,
never identified
with the tragedy of
the
. character
whose story she
was telling, never
delivered
the
words with anything more than a
manner that was at
best bland and for
the
most
part
empty.
Glenn Siebert,
as Septimus, was
no better. In fact,
much of what he
had to offer was
plain vulgar and
missed
entirely
the subtleties that
make the role of
Septimus so interesting.
Mary
Phillips portrayed
an affected rather
. than
affecting
Irene, Theodora's
friend..
While
Michael Dean, as
Valens, President
of Antioch,
had
his moments
of
p'ower, he also
lapsed into colorless singing
for
too much of his
performance. And
as for the Boston
Baroque chorus,
they did have passages of splendor
.but lacked precision for too much of the time.
Ashame.
Annual Harvard Fair a World Away from
Senior House - Or Not?
The scene in Harvard's ,Adolphus Busch
,Hall for the start of one of the many events in
, Saturday's Performance Fair could not have
been more different from the one at Senior
House. Assembled were rows of eager, innocent-faced and doubtless .clean-living Harvard
choristers' in robes of black and red. These
souls' would not have passed the Steer Roast

SCOTT JOHNSTON-THE
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ill check - probably just as well given what
happens should trespassers from Harvard be
found "within our sacred walls ... "
I have been coming to hear the Harvard
Morning doir, now renamed the Choral Fellows of the ~arvard University Choir, for many

years, and tIlls year as always they were ~ highlight, pro,viding singing of a depth simply~
unavailable from any other choral force in the
Boston are~, 'The choristers lingered on the
message of their every word, their intense coloration and rich harmonies conveying sadness
and joy with startling directness. After a jolly
"Now is the !Month of Maying," (Thomas Morley) and a piece by Orlando di Lasso full of the
beauty 'of polyphonic blending, the Fellows performed Seven Motets for the Church Yearby
Ned,Rorem. The pieces have ,great variety, and
the Fellows brought illumination to each one,

never failing to project - even in their deepest
moments - a message of hope. This concert,
like all others during the afternoon was brief,
but surely made for one of the most life-affirming 20 minutes to be found in New England.
I stayed in Adolphus Busch Hall for the
.
Chamber
Singers of the
Harvard
Collegium
Musicum, who
were very good,
although
not
quite able to
match the transcendent spirit
,of the Choral
Fellows. Then,
next door in
Sanders
Theater, T.H.U.D.
(The Harvard
University
Drummers) provided a wonderfully creative
virtuoso entertainment involving not only
conventional
percussion but
cans, brooms,
and trash cans.
What made the
event a huge
success was its
vital musicality
as well as cleverness.
. Over to the
tiny
Holden
Chapel tuck'ed
away in Harvard Yard to
hear Harvard
sophomore
Brad Balliett
play
a transcribed
Bach
solo cello suite
on bassoon. His
playin~
was
superb, but the
sound,
was
invariably
on
the thick side; a
modern . bassoon does 'not
'so~nd
like a
cello of Bach's
time. On the
. other hand, a
modern
cello
SCOTT JOHNSTON-THE
TECH
doesn't sound
,
Hke a period
cello either - both early wind and string
instruments projected sound with greater clarity: After the concert, I asked Balliett if he had
conside'red playing the piece on an early
instrument, and he said it would be virtually
impossible.
He's good enough that he
should take up the challenge.
'
I ran over to the Harvard Science Center for 20 minutes of traditional music
'from various countries, then back to Holden Chapel for an eleven-piece flute ensem. ble. To make eleven flutes sound harmo-'
nious is a tough task, but it has to be
accomplished to perfection to avoid the
impression of dissonance. This group did
not quite make it, despite passages of
impressive bravura.
The afternoon's only disappointment,
Thirteen, performed'in Memorial Church.
This bunch of boorish spoiled kids were
supposedly putting on a show of "improvised interdisciplinary performance art," but
they came across as witless as well as offensive. Their act was unbearably slow, and when
they could come up with nothing better, they
chose to desecrate the atmosphere
of the
church with speculation on whether "first-time
_priests ever get so nervous that they throw up"
during a sermon, and reques~s for directions to
the mens' room, Pure trash.
I finished the afternoon hearing Harvard's
Din and Tonics, a male a capella group, in
Harvard Yard in front of the John Harvard
statue. Their performance was slick, although
every year they seem to perform the same
numbers such as their McDonalds take off
"She is an angel in a polyester uniform," and
the Tom Lehrer transformation of "He is the
Very Model of a Modem Major General," lay-

ing out the table of ~Iements.
"One half practices for several hours a day; the other half
hasn't touched their instrument
in years," announced Channing
Yu in the courtyard of Lowell
House, a Harvard residence the
next day at 3 p.m. But it wasn't
unprepared instrumentalists
that led to the failure of the
performance of the 1812 Overture conducted by Yu to reach
a climax when the firebrand
used to explode gas-filled balloons was accidentally extinguished as the overture came
to a close. The 1812 is an
annual tradition
at Lowell
House, and with just an hour's
rehearsal and kazoos to replace
absent instrumental voices, it
was none too harmonious this
year, at least on the first run.
The lapse from the pyrotechnics department was perhaps
merciful, however. because it
prompted Yu to give the final
measures a second attempt,
and the result really was
impressive, especially augmented by the sounding of
Lowell's
massive Russian
bells as well as the balloon
effects.
What would the headhunters make of this event?
Would they not find the
strange sounds culminating in
explosive noises puzzling? '
What strange tribe finds joy in
this display? Was the setting
of flame to balloons any less
bizarre than the launching of
Senior House's flaming toilet
roll? Not really. Both were
events that established membership irl a''comrnunity, that
promoted a sense of joy as
well as belonging.
Certain MIT administrators
seem intent on eliminating the
spirit of IHTFP embodied in
Steer Roast. What they fail to
understand is that the IHTFP
spirit conveys complex emotions, Such acts, which might
appear on the surface to indicate
only alientation, provide both a
basis for enduring the struggles
that MIT often presents and a
focus of shared experience and
togetherness. As was clear from
the smiles at the Senior House
Steer Roast invocation for MIT
to burn as the Institute's
emblem disappeared in flames,
this was an expression not only
of frustration but also pride in
the place, and even ill-conceal.ed affection for it.

Center: Fire rages In the Steer Roast pit.
Counter-c:lockwlse
from top left:
Evan (left) and Jesse of Read Yellow, formerly known as The Sharks, perform as the final band of Steer Roast
on Saturday nIght.
The crowd at Steer Roast gathers for mud wrestling Friday nIght.
Dan O'Day - the "Bopper" - of the RIver City Rebels stirs up the crowd at Steer Roast on Saturday nIght.
In a new twist on old traditIon, Andrew Brooks G unveils an object more detestable
than Institute toilet paper:
the new MIT logo. The banner w~ doused with lighter fluId and served as kindling for the Steer Roast fire.
A ,flamIng roD of toll,t paper descends from the senior House roof to. Ignite the pit, draped With a fuel-soaked
Mil logo banner.
Jesse 1.. Austln-Breneman
'05 stands triumphant In the battle of the..East Campus deskworkers In the Steer
Roast mud pit.
Countertenor
DavId Walker perfOrmed In Handel's Theodora with Boston Baroque.
Channing Yu conducts the 1812 Overture at Lowell House In Harvard University.
The Choral Fellows of the Harvard University ChoIr perform Ned Rorem's Seven Motets fol the Church Yeal.
Fire and eX~lng
balloons are part of.the 1812 Overture ritual at Lowell House In Harvard UnIversity.

.
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Eight departments ..
One great newspaper.
What is it missing?

You
Three ways to join:
1) E-Omailjoin@the-tech. mite edu.

2) Stop by the office - room 483 in the Student Center.
3) Come to Sunday dinners in the office and attend news meetings .
at 5 p.m. or photography meetings at 6 p.m.
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Next House Dominates Moves, But Reasons Vary
Donns, from Page 1
No one asked to be moved out of
Random Hall, and one person
requested a transfer from each of
Bexley and Senior House.
"You can't make assumptions
about a particular hall" based on
these numbers, Vallay said. She said'
she suspected that "groups of friends
[might have] applied to move together."
. Sandie S. Yang '06 said -it was
"partially the distance" that caused
her to want to leave Next House. In
addition, "I'd like to see more of the
campus and don't want to be limited
to staying in one donn all four years."
'The people [at Next House] are
nice," said Amand3 R Frye '06, but
she w~ted to move to East Campus
for the "sense of community."
David M. Legault '06 is moving
from Baker to Simmons Hall to live

closer to a friend. "At fIrst I didn't
really like it because it was Unattractive, but now it's kind of growing on
me."
Christopher P. Possinger '05,
president of ILTFP, said he wasn't
surprised that transfer requests were
not up.
"It's my personal feeling that just
about anyone who comes here could
live in just abOut any donn," he said
What dormitory rush provides is
"fmding the place that fits you the
best."
Possinger said personal interviews
and "more qualitative questions"
would be better than quantitative
measures, like the number of transfer
requests, for assessing rush.
Legault said he believed no dormitory rush, would have helped him
make a better decision about where to
live because he built friendships after
rush ended.

Donnltory
Transfers

Students Requesting
Off Campus

Freshmen Moving
for Undergraduates

40 ___

Total Beds

.........
__~3,I8

13

120

36---~~-

--------'36
~~=;:;..;;...

~-.-.._----

2
5
.....1":'1;::_---

-

362
326

238
,;;;;;2_9.=1

.........---

47

~

~

347

2
93 --..,..---~---..
-_...:..-.----------==-_._-----.....;::;..."
9
146
31
"Students Requesting Transfers" includes only residents of a dormitory who submitted transfer requests on
time. "Freshmen Moving Off Campus" includes only residents of that dormitory who designated themselves as
members of the class of 2006 to the housing office and indicated that they would not be staying in an undergraduate dormitory in the fall. "Total Beds for Undergraduates" indicates the maximum number of undergraduates that can be housed in that dormitory. Numbers given for New House include the cultural houses.
.
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And next week:
Open Meeting~~.;
TlJesday, M~y-1-3

•

Gua.ntanamera!
"

..,...

Friday,

-May 16

7 pm in 4-231

7 pm in 4-23.1.

The-Iast'o! our open meetings this
semester: we'll be taking feedback
and.planning next"fall's activities.
Come lend a hand!

A comedy by Tomas Gutierrez
Alea and Juan Carlos Tabio about
.the bureaucracy of liff; - and
death in Communist Cuba.

MITWestern Hemisphere Project (http://web.mit.edu/hemisphere)
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tired of yelli'ng at your
compu e'r?
come yell at ours instead.
<techno@the-tech.lTiit.edu>

eed a Little Extra Space?
-------".,....~-~~~~-...-.,~_.c

FEATURES
Resident Manager
, 24-HR Video Surveillance
Fenced Perimeter
Month-lo-Month leases

..__ ._ ...-.-~~.~.~-,.

•
No Security Deposit
Moving Carts & Dolly
Indoor Access
7 Day Access

COURTESY MOVE-IN TRUCKI

-

__

:-"_,...----

- -

"

5x5 ONLY $ 69
5

~10ONLY
10

'

$99
PfRAIONTH

~10 ONLY $149
I'EllIlONTlf

,

.I

We're Located At:
968 Massachusetts Ave.
Boston, MA O~118

(617) 541-5600
To find the Self-Storage Professionals
near you call1-888-U-Store-lt
or
visit www.u-store-It.com

•

COLIN DILLARD-THE

TECH

Artlst-In-resldence Lamlne Toure performs with the group Rambax MIT last Friday In La Sala de Puerto Rico. Rambax MIT
learns and performs traditional drumming and dance of Sene-

gal.
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Group

Ponders
Dinners
Orlenqtlon, from Page 1
She said that the committee
needed to talk with the departments
about what changes in the schedule
were feasible before any decisions
could be made.
Elizabeth L. Greenwood
'OS,
also a committee member, said that
one possibility for an icebreaker at
the dinner was an engineering contest in which the students would
break into small groups to compete
in constructing an object.
Alternatively, she said, the committee was considering encouraging
faculty to tell students about their
life story as an icebreaker, or possibly discussing their college experiences.
Goal is to connect students, faculty
When the committee was originally formed, Robert P. Redwine,
the dean for undergraduate education, said that the committee will
look into "anything that will make it
possible for students to connect
sooner and better to faculty and '"
people who can show them what the
intellectual experience is all about."
The c_ommittee is made up of
eight members of the faculty and
., . administration
and four students.
Rajieb said that the students applied
to the committee for the positions.
He also said that it seemed likely
the students will be chosen in the
same way if there is a committee onthe reading assignment this fall.

~

Join The

'Tech
Help us
make bar'graphs
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MIT Issues $250 Million in ,NewBonds
By Nathan Collins
EDITOR IN CHIEF

MlT has issued about 205 million in bonds to fund continuing
construction and to refinance oldef
bond issues, said MIT Treasurer
Allan S. Bufferd '59.
The bonds bring MIT' s total
debt to about $915 million, more
than three times the $300 million in
debt MIT had before beginning its
current construction push, Bufferd
said. MIT's total assets stood at
about $7 billion at the end of last
summer, according
to the 2002
Treasurer's Report.
The increasing debt "is a concern," he said, though "I think concern is too strong a word."
Taking on additional debt "has
some effect on your acceptability"
in the bond market, and could
mean MIT will have to pay higher
interest rates on future bonds.

Bufferd
said that he hoped to
maintain MIT's generally
high
bond rating. As with MIT's last
offering, the latest bonds are rated
triple-A by Moody's Investor Service, a financial research firm.
Such ratings indicate the likelihood that the issuer will be able to
repay the value of the bond plus
interest.
Bonds are generally paid back
somewhat incrementally. Each issue
often comprises bonds that take two
to thirty years to mature, Bufferd
said, so MIT is paying back its debt
all the time.
Bufferd said that the most recent
bond issue ''was very well received"
in the market.
Bonds will fund construction
The bonds, known as Series L,
are "part of the continUing financing
of the construction program" and

will fund new buildings for the
Brain and Cognitive
Sciences
department as well as current construction projects.' MlT has had an
extensive building program in the
last several years, including the
Stata Center, the Zesiger Sports and
Fitness Center, and renovations in
the Chemistry building.
MIT "is committed to fmishing
all those projects that are started,"
Bufferd said. There are "no other
significant financing plans" in the
works. MlT is likely to sell a similar
amount of bonds next winter or
spring, he said, but few are expected
after that.
Bufferd added that the bond
issues are intentionally spread out.
"Why borrow money before you
need it?" Bufferd said.
The amount and timing of future
bond issues will depend on whether
money in the form of gifts comes in

and whether
new projects
approved, Bufferd said.

are

$55 million goes to refinancing
Roughly $55 million will go
toward paying off, or calling, older
Series H bonds in a procedure similar to refinancing
a mortgage,
Bufferd said. Though some of the
bonds are not yet mature, MIT can
pay them off early. July 1, 2003,
ten years after the Series H bonds
were issued, "is the first opportunity we had to refmance by the terms
of the bonds," and MIT will call
the higher interest Series H bonds
then, Bufferd said. "With the very
favorable rate conditions
.,. we
chose this as an opportunity to refinance."
,
The bonds are alphabetically
ordered; MIT offered the Series A
bonds about thirty years ago,
Bufferd said.

-

presents

New Threats to Freedom .and Privacy Online
Stewart Baker, former General Counsel, National'Security Agency
Christopher Hoolnagk, Deputy Counsei, Electronic Privacy Information Center
: -Susan Landau, Senior Staff Engineer, Sun Mlcrosy'8tems Laboratories
Moderator: Daniel Weitzner, Director, W3C Technology and Society Domain and
Senior Researcher, MIT's Laboratory for Computer Sc~ence

Tuesday, May 6~:OOpm
W o'ng Auditorium

(E5

i; One Amherst

St; Kendall Sq)

For more information http://web.mit.edultac/www/
(617) 253-0108 or weinmann@mit.edu ,

Solution-to ChessMate
1. Bxc4+ Qxc4 2. Ne5+ KgB 3.
Nxc4 winning a queen

Solution to Crossword

The Sloan Subject Prioritization System
Bidding Dates for Fali, 2003 Classes

http:// sloanbid.mit.edu
.Leave password field blank, create new password

under 'Personal Information'

Institute-wide bidding for Sloan subjects:
Opens 9:00 a.m., Monday, May 12
Closes 5:00 p.m., Monday, May 19

Apartments for rent:

•

Somerville Cambridge line
10 minutes to Campus.
Modem building
2 bedroom 2 bath
Parking
Deck
Wall to walll dish washerl
disposallsecurity alanns
Laundry facility and hook ups.
Includes central heat and ale and hot
water .
S1425.00-S 1575.00

Integrated Real Estate
705 Cambridge Street
Cambridge, MA 02141

irea@sho(e.net

Waitlist-Only Round for closed Sloan subjects:
Opens 9:00 a.m., Friday, August 1
Closes 3:00 p.m., Tuesday, September 2
Waitlists for closed Sloan classe~ar,epart of th~ Course Bidding System, beginning
in Round II.
Successful bids appear on your Registration Form on september 2 and
will be posted on the bidding website as ~f July 16 -- write down your
password to check results!
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"STOMP IS BLAZING THEATRE!

ATTENTION JUNIORS

Amusing, amazing and visually dazzling!"
.

,

STUDENT RUSH
TICKETS
ONLY $25,.

INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
ON APPLYING FOR

MAJOR FOREIGN SCHOLARSHIPS

"STOMP MAKES
BEAUTIFUL MUSICI
Joyful, boisterous fun!"
.Robert Nesti,

8(>Jton

Herald

Rhodes-Marshall-Churchill
Fulbright-Gates-DAAD

Thursday, 8 May, 4:30-5:45 P.M.
Room 1-390 (Bechtel Lecture Hall)

•

I

Tuesday, 13 May, 4:30-5:45 P.M.
Room 1-390 (Bechtel Lecture Hall)
For further information
(or if you can't attend either meeting), contact:
Prof. Linn Hobbs, x3-6835, hobbs@mit.edu .'

$ 2 9~9_

Lon don

and NOT Paris
just 'onli.ne Rome,
Amsterda

1••

S35(l
~~47.1

m .. $.207....
~
~

Fare is roundtrip from Boston. Subject to change and availability. Tax not
inch:Jded. Restrictiol1s and bl~ckouts apply. .

.:

it';

,,.ae s-•
Independence Day

M.I. T. Summer Softball.,
2003
Orga~izational Meeting
New Team Entries Accepted.

reeB Q
Dea4Sea
Mu(tac:ius.

Wednesday, May 7
3:30-6:30PM
Kresge BBQ Pits

Wednesday 7 May

5:30pm'
Student Center
Room 491
For more information, contact:
Shawn Hillier, MITCSS Coordinator
MIT Rm. 56-686, x3-6207, hillier@mit.edu
Mark Throop, MITCSS Commissioner
Messages: 283-3670, mtbroop@rcp.com

I

•
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Students Not Seriously Affected By E-mail Outage
E-mail, from Page 1
"File on the T3 Raid array on
PO 11 .disappear and re-appear at
random," the page said. A RAID
array is a collection of hard drives
grouped together to store informa~
tion with greater reliabilit.y and
speed.
"File system checks show that
everything is fine, all operating
logs show no problems, but sometimes files just don't appear to be
there, but then are back a few minutes later," the page said.
Twenty-four hours into repairing the problem, and with little
sleep, the team was still willing to
joke a bit. "The bug itself is very
weird," Schiller said. "That's the
technical explanation,"
Coppeto
joked.
Earlier in the day, Coppeto said
po 11 was acting like, the nonexistent - and unlucky - "po 13."
. Later, cifter the system was
repaired,
Schiller said an MIT
. alumnus
who works for Sun
Microsystems,
William E. Sommerfeld" 88, "was able. to track
through [Sun's] internal databases
and fmd an obscure software problem that we suspect was triggered
by a hardware failure," Schiller
said.
The problem
has a known
workaround,
Schiller said, and
MIT is now "running on the original unit with the fix in place."

Users make do in different ways
.'Users affected by- the outage,
roughly one fifth of MIT, reported
they are coping well with the loss
.of e...mailaccess. _
"I was able" to find other things
to occupy my mind," said Physics
: rofeasor Frank Wilczek of his.

, At this time we e timate ervice
should be restored at 5pm," the
team's advisory said at 12:35 p.m.,
a prediction that was updated to
'sometime tonight" at 3 p.m.'
Meanwhile, the telephone version of the services statu page, at
3-DOWN, continued to report email as "fully functional" through-

day-long loss of e-mail. "I'mkinda
worried about what's going to hit
me tomorrow or when it comes
back."
'I haven't
been sweating
it
much," said Dina H. Feith '03,
adding that she nonethele s hoped
her e-mail would return soon,
because she.is a TA and her students would be seeking her help
preparing for final exams.
"I had a prof who was fai-rly
upset that I didn't realize that my
oral exam got rescheduled,"
said
Benazeer S. Noorani '04. "And our
house cook gat upset that I didn't
realize that we needed more bread
for dinner." Both were the result of
unreceived e-mail, she said.
"There were a lot of phone calls
in the morning,
as people
appeared," wrote User Accounts
Consultant Laura E. Baldwin '89
over Zephyr. Baldwin answers
user questions
for Information
Systems, and was herself without
e-mail for some of yesterday
because of the outage .
"It's frustrating to not have a
useful thing to tell people," she
said.

out the day.
"Data recovery is still progressing and approaching completion,"
the team's advisory said at 11 :20
p.m.
Finally, at 12:50 a.m. Tuesday,
the advisory announced "po 11 is
UP!!!" and apologized
for the
length of the outage.

Shortly after the restoration of
service,
Coppeto
and Schiller
called a reporter to announce that
the machine was back in service.
Their relief - 27 hours after
the machine was first taken out of
service - was palpable. "Do you
want to hear what happened?"
Schiller asked.

The Monster That's Eating Massachusetts

Predictions varied through day
Communication
with users
about the outage varied with the
Network Services Team's d.ecreasing optimism throughout the day.
At 7:00 a.m. Monday mQrning,
the team's advisory on the MIT
Services
Status
Page
at
http://web.mit.edu/3down
said "we
expect [reconstruction] to be complete by 8 a.m." At 9:15 a.m., the
advisory predicted a return of service in "20 minutes."
As the scope of the mysterious
problem became more apparent,
those predictions had to be revised .

How state and federal budget cuts undermine health, education,
human services, housing, and'the environment in Massachusetts

Wednesday, May 7 • 7:00PM • 2-105'

•

I
;I

Chuck Turner
Boston City Coun, cilor

Jill Stein, M.D.
Mass. Co~ti~n

for Healthy Communities

~===~M=I~T~G=re~e~n~s=.
~g~r~e~e~n~s~@~m=it~.~e~d~u~.~w=ww=~.m=it~.~e~d~U~/~N=

MySummerStorage.com,.
Moving out for ~he summer and ,need storage?
MySummerStorage is a customizable service built to accomodate your summer
storage & shipping needs efficiently and at the lowest possible prices. We also
offer Fall Storage & AII-~ear Storage.
'

Convenient.

Easy online sign up. Pick up & deliverY to any location on any
date. Free delivery of new SiJperTuff boxes, tape, and bubblewrap.
Department of

M IT FACILITIES

.
'CAMPUS' CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

Reliable. We have a proven track record of reliability over the past 11 years.
Safe. Our storage facilities are air-conditioned

and secure .. We also insure
each box L!Pto $200. (Additional insurance may be purchased.)

Vassar Street Utilities
Steam manhole work on Main St. near Building 48 will continue for three
more weeks, possibly affecting pedestrian and traffic flow. Pedestrians
. will be diverted around the work area at Main Street and Building 48, as work
progresses. Work continues at the Main St. intersection .

SUMMER STORAGE

. Vassar Streetscape
WO.rk near Building 35 and Mass. Ave. will cause pedestrian detour. Trees
removed as part of the new security/landscape enhancement project near
Buildings 39, 13,31, and 24 will be replaced with new trees as well as
added landscaping, irrigation, teak benches, new lighting, and sidewalks.
, Traffic into and outof the entrance to Building 39 will experience delays or
'lane shifts as work on the new entrance from Vassar Street continues.
Pedestrian traffic has been moved next to Building 38 to allow for construction of new sidewalks near Vassar Street.

,Brain and cognitive sciences project
Demolition of Building 45 is underway. Test piles have been driven on site.
Traffic to the Albany Garage has been rerouted to the N10 annex lot.
Installation of trailers between Building 44 and the railroad is in progress.
Removal of an abandoned steam pile from the Vassar Street sidewalk is in
progress and will continue for two weeks.

*ANYDAY PickUp & Delivery
*To/From ANY Location
*Easy.Online- SignUp
*Air-ConditioneCi Facility
*Safe .& Fully-Insured
*Professional & riendly Staff .

MDC Memorial Drive Rehabilita~ion Project
Work on the underpass bridge at the intersection of Mass. Ave. and Memorial Drive continues. Work from the MasS. Ave. bridge to the Cambridge
Parkway Extension continues.
Two travel lanes will be open during the
peak morning hours but minor delays should be expected .

Baker House
Work at the east end of the building will include window removal at the fire
stair and handicap bathrooms and brick repointing, which may produce
dust and noise. Work at the east end of the north stair will include window
removal and stucco restoration. '
For Information on Mlrs bUilding program, sse http://web.mlt.edulevolvlng
This Information provldfld by the MIT Department of Fac/lnles.

visit our webs" te at

MY~!:!!!1!!!~~~~8qt~ge.com
C nvenient. Reliable. 'Safe.
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"Love is Stronger Than Hate"
A LibyanJewish Woman - one of the
Middle East's One Million Forgotten Refugees - Tells Her Story of.
Growing Up in the Arab World. ".
A Talk by Malaka BubIi1: ....
.

.
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Tuesday, May 6,2003 at 7:00p.ni~'.•...
,'. '."
. .Room 4-270 at MIT
..'
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Presented by MIT Students for Israel and Center for'Ititerna:rional Studies "
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. MIT lightweight' meh's crews launch out-:~ Glide., tH)atho~se 'to' practice-before
"thelr races at Yale University. Yale, the secorid-ranked team In the country:
defeated MIT in all three races.
:,.
.
-',
~."
.•.. ,-

In keeping with rowing tradition, the'! MIT' F.reshmanYHeavywelltlt -elght"hurt
.
coxswain Mabel Feng '06 Into the Charie ...~Rlver In' ceiebratlon Of tHeir victory' ,:
over Dartmouth Saturday morning.

Wearing what ;yoii, ':r
parents wore in 19671'
'5 ~:

Leaving college with heavy student loan'debt can be a drag. So why not take advantage of the lowest
interest rates in the history of the student loan program by consolidating your loans •

.TlJe CPni\'di~u.t $~udent.Loan found!l~on'Dffe,s, FJrst ~~t~ Cons.ol!~a~~o,fI.~~oans
wjth ~ome far-out benefi~.~-~
.
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.. Lower your interest rate by up to 1.25%*
• Lock in a low-fixed interest rate for the
, life of ~our loan
•

•

~

•
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.. Reduce your monthly payment by up to 50%
,

•

". Simplify your repayment to a single source
.
I.

....

•

.'"

..

i'.i.

:.......;.

For more information, contact the Connecticut Student loan Foundation
at 1-8~O-90~':1480 or visit www.cslf.com to download an application today.
- ....

':'.-.;'
-i.I~:1"1"1'
, :.
.

....

'I"

--

- .. - -.... - ..
.L_ove--bead~_and'h~adband$'~;ealr~ady~~t~fstite,
and soon these rates could be too.
. -.~

~

Connecticut Student Loan Foundation
525 Brook Street, P.O. Box 1009
Rocky Hill, cr 06067

CSLF

• A 1% interest rate reduction is valid through December 31, 2003. An additiohal 0.25% interest
rate reduction is available to. borrowers who have payments automatically dedu!,ted froin a
checking or savings accl?unr as long as the automatic debit payment option remains active,

1-800-901-1480

www.cslf.com

YOU'VE WORKED HARD
.FOR. FOUR YEARS!
You deserve ...

a little fun,
•

Play some great games' on the Chrysler and Jeep@Web sites ..

_

The Game Zone design your own JeePr9vehicle

.

Oeep~ Lifes~e tab)

Jeep.com
a little Casll,

Get an '

.

chrysler. com
. _ . .

.

$400

3dditional.

Produce your
oWn music video! ,

. (Just fOf Fun tab)

College Grad Bonus -Cash*

above and beyond all existing incentives on new Chrysler or }eep@vehicles.
Plus get an Essential Care Plan at NO EXTRA CHARGE"

and some hot wheels!
Chrysler Sebring Coupe

Chrysler PT Cruiser

Jeep' Wrangler Rubicon

- Jeep~Uberty Renegade

Jeep is a re;stered trademark of DaimlerCbrysler Corporati08. 'This program provides a $400 oonus ~ all~ance for recent gradu~, seltrt college senims and doctoral program enrollees on the purchase or lease of eligible 2002, 2003 and 2004
Chrysler or Jrep vehicles, Must take retail delivery by 7/3lJ03. Pleasesre your ~er foreligibility requiremenls and program details. "Plan provides 10lube, oil, and filter changes on vehicles purchaserl or leasal through Chrysler Financial. Plan services must re usffi
within fiveyears of vehicle purchase or lease ina>ption. Sa! dealer for details. Residency restriCtions apply. Offer expires 5/31/03.

CHRVSLER

DRIVE

is.

LOVE

ONLYINA

•

CHRYSLER FINANCIAL
A member of the DaimlerChrysler

Services Group
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Combat tested •
<join@the-tec~.mit.edu>
W20-483 ,.x3-1541

•
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Martinez Dominates Minnesota NBA PlaYoffs: Kings,
LA Likely to Advance

Pedro, from Page 24

be replaced in the starting rotation by
young phenom Johan Santana,
. Interruption, from Page 24
pitched impressively, but was forced
to leave in the fourth with a lower
round. Celts in six.
back strain. Soon after, Boston blew
In the West
the game open with a seven-run sixth.
Sox first baseman David Ortiz,
LA vs San Antonio:
playing in his first series against his
fonner team, led off the inning with
No one except Jack Nicholson
a walk off reliever Joey Fiore, and
and the rest of LA wants to see the
Kevin Millar and Trot Nixon folLakers go any farther. I am still
lowed with singles. Then the flood- .
angry at the calls they got against
the Kings. Let's not go there. While
gates opened, aided immensely by a
you have to hate the Lakers, you
pair of errors, one by second basealso have to love some of their
man Luis Rivas and the other by
plays. Kobe has had a few that are
Koskie. Nixon, Jason Varitek, and
unreal including 360 dunks, fourJohnny Damon drove in runs before
point-clutch
plays, and reverseOrtiz stepped up to the p.1ate again,
purnp-spin-laugh
in awe slams all
. this time with the bases loaded. It
over seven foot Wolves. Shaq has
was the first time all season the hefty
been Shaq - what a bore. Fisher
slugger had batted with the .sacks
has been the X-factor so far for the
full, and he responded with a basesLakers and Rick Fox's absence will
clearing double that put the score at
NATHAN COllIN.
THE TECH
9-1. When the dust had cleared and
Red Sox pitcher Pedro Martinez strikes out Dustan Mohr to end the
the Twins had finally picked up three
fifth Inning against the Minnesota Twins last Saturday at Fenway
outs, the damage was done. The Red
Park. Martinez struck out twelve In the 9-1 victory over the Twins.
Sox had put up their most productive
ball, and Minnesota's sixth inning
hannless fly to left, before fanning
inning of the young season, the seven
collapse spelled its doom: Though
Koskie and catcher Matthew LeCroy
runs trumping the six they scored in
unaccustomed to big leads thanks to
with a pair of blazing fastballs .
the seventh inning during the previgenerally paltry run support, MarAs chants of "Pedro, Pedro"
oUS'night's loss. Out of those seven
tinez no do~bt felt as comfortable as
echoed off the Green Monster, it was
runs, five were unearned.
he has all season. He knifed through
quite clear that Red Sox champiSox led by Martinez
the final three innings. In the ninth
onship hopes rest on Martinez' bioninning, with the crow4 of 33,061 on
ic arm, and right now that is a pretty
For a team to defeat Martinez, it
its feet, he retired Guzman on a
good place to be.
must play fundamentally sound base-

N
o

'

•

This space donated by The Tech

not be good for them if they want to
seriously challenge San Antonio.
For the Spurs, it will all be up to
Tony Parker primarily to step it up
and humble those Versace wearing
Lakers. (I hate doing this.) Lakers in
six.
Sac vs Dallas or Portland:
If Dallas, Dallas has shown that
it can't really compete against the
really great teams in the league. It
couldn't close it out efficiently
against the Blazers and their stars,
like Nash, are not performing up to
their regular standards. The Kings
are focused and Peja is just waiting
to hit a few heartbreaking threes to
kill Cuban dreams of getting even
more attention. Kings in five.
If Portland, who cares? Kings in
five.
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~

Somethi to ~
feel
1
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SPORTS
Sox Take Minnesota
As Pedro Dominates
ByVivek Rao
STAFF COLUMNIST

Forgive Fenway Park faithful for
giving Pedro Martinez a standing
ovation following the seventh inning
of the Boston Red Sox 9-1 victory
over the Minnesota Twins this past
Saturday. After all, in years past, the
Red Sox ace wbuld no doubt have
spent the final two innings of the rout
pampering his fragile yet divinely
talented right ann in the dugout or
clubhouse following another spectacular yet incomplete outing.
ew
artinez untouchable
This year, however, Martinez is
carrying an exuberance and sturdiness not seen in these parts since his
first and second seasons in Boston.
While he is without a doubt the most
skilled and talented pitcher in Major
League Baseball,
he has been
plagued by injury concerns for several seasons. Reports surfaced this
spring of a fitter and stronger Martinez who was ready to reestablish
himself as the best hurler in the
game, and early returns suggest nothing to the contrary.
Witness Saturday's game, when
Martinez resurfaced from the dugout
to the crowd's surprise, not once, but
twice, completing a nine-inning, onerun, twelve-strikeout
masterpiece
against one of the better teams in the
American League. He has now given
up one earned run or less in five of
his seven starts, compiling a 3-1
record alongside a 2.55 ERA. Pedro
2003 is beginning to look a lot like
Pedro 1999, and that is promising
news for the Red Sox, as they
attempt to finally derail the New

York Yankees' lengthy reign over
the AL East division.
12-man strikeout run helpful
A pivotal moment in Martinez'
latest gem came in the fourth inning.
Spotted an early 1-0 lead following a
Trot
ixon sacrifice fly, Martinez
had breezed through the fir t three
innings, striking out five along the
way before facing hi first test of the
afternoon. The speedy Cristian Guzman doubled down the right field
line and scored on a Corey Koskie
single, knotting the game at one, and
perhaps more importantly, giving the
Twins a much needed psychological
boost.
Martinez, however, handled the
situation with his unrivaled poise,
proceeding to retire the next twelve
men he faced. Along the way he outclassed and outmatched Minnesota's
anonymous yet talented batting lineup, especially young stars Jacque
Jones and Torii Hunter. With command of all four of his primary pitche , he was able to get ahead of hitters
before going after them with some
downright nasty out pitches. Of the
108 pitches he threw, an impressive
77 were strikes, and this efficiency
a]]owed him to pitch his first complete game of the year.
Seven-run inning clinches lead
By the time the Twins had another runner aboard - with one out in
the eighth - the Red Sox offense
had given Martinez the run support
he so often lacks. Minnesota starter
Rick Reed, whom many feel should
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The MIT freshman. eight row towards the Harvard Bridge during Saturday's
head-to-head
competItion against Dartmouth College. The crew won the race in 6:17 .08~ Pictured, from left to right:
Mabel Y. Feng (coxswain),
Kieran F. Culligan, Michael P. Whitaker,
James S. Otten, Dan L.
Whee er, Christopher R. Rhodes, John J. Bergin, Aaron H. Bell, Bryan Shieh.
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Nicolas

Meilhan G runs the ball downfield In Mil Rugby's
36-19 victory over the South Shore Anchors Saturday.

MIT'sInteITupti~n:
The NBA Playoffs
By Eric Rosenblatt
STAFF COLUMNiSF

It has been a mad first few games in the NBA playoffs. We have
seen eight seeds push one-seeds, 40 point pe:rfonnances.in every other
game, a buzzer-beafing-three to win a game, Iverson. scoring 55 (56%
,
of his team's points) in a game to lead his
team to a victory, TMac hitti9g 46 (60% of
teams points!) in a game ,and, still losing. I
could go on and on. So who's for real or just waiting for that glass
slipper to shatter? (Before I"'start, I must say that basioally all the
teams in the East are Cinderellas to win it aD, but the Eastern title is
$till something to shoot for.)
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In the East
.Philadelphia vs Orlando or Detroit:
.
If Orlando wins, Orlando will be battle tested and ready. TMac
has been unstoppable and it will be up to the {est of his team to hit a
few shots to make it competitive. Al has also been heating up and his
team, while still less than spectacular, is better than TMac's. It
should be a fun show, but I 'think the sixers will dominate. 76ers in
'five.
If Detroit, surviving a first round'scare, Big Ben win want to
come out and .prove it was no fluke being the nWJ}ber one seed. Rick
Carlisle, my coach of the year, win have his team very well prepared
but I think the fast-paced, transition based offense along with AL tictacing his way to the hoop will be t 0 much for the Pistons to handle.
76ers in six.
Boston

VI

ew Jersey:

.

Paul Pierce is excited and getting wild, and when tliat happens he
hits basically everything. Surprisingly, the Celtics supporting staff is
actually supporting the team led by Walter McCarty and Tony Delk
who look to be uping their play at the riglit time. Jason Kidd has had
a slow start missing some important shots down the stretch in some
game against the Bucks. He was still able to pull it together fOT NJ
but I think the Celtics momentum will carry them through the second
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